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Above: Main Auditorium of the Great Hall of the People in Beijing, with the National People’s Congress in session.  The 

red flags honour socialism, while the seal of the People’s Republic of China contains part of the five star flag under 

which hundreds of millions of Chinese workers and peasants fought to overthrow foreign capitalist and landlord rule. 

The triumph of the revolution was proclaimed by Mao Zedong on October 1st, 1949.  Photo from Pinterest/redronald.   

 CHINA: STOCK MARKETS, UNIONS AND WAR 

BY ADAM BAKER 

In late July 2015, the Western corporate press was, 

for a brief moment, consumed with urgent 

warnings about an impending stock market crash in 

China. The ABC news website warned that the 

Chinese stock market had plunged, with “fears of 

worse to come”.1 The Sydney Morning Herald 

carried an article postulating that China’s stock 

market was the “world’s biggest casino”.2 The BBC 
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posted a piece which claimed that “panic” had set 

in in China’s stock market, and the government was 

to blame.3 All at once, the warnings that the Chinese 

economy was set to crash just as the capitalist 

world economies had in 2008, seemed to be coming 

to fruition. We had to buckle our seatbelts, 

apparently, and wait for it. But then it vanished. The 

stories of a crash with huge ramifications dried up 

as quickly as they had appeared. What of the 

warnings from the Western economic and 

journalistic experts – why had they suddenly gone 

quiet?  

When it comes to China’s economy, the 

propaganda tasks for the capitalist West’s vassal 

scribes are multifaceted. On the one hand, they 

must work assiduously to convince “their own” 

working classes that socialism is an economic 

failure, which cannot provide any hope of a future 

for those where it is being attempted. The scribes 

are permitted to admit to some of capitalism’s 

shortcomings, but in general the message is that if 

you want prosperity and economic growth and 

dynamism, capitalism is the only game in town – so 

“we” had better stick with it. On the other hand, 

the stunning economic growth which China’s 

economy has delivered – over 10% growth each 

year for 30 years – directly refutes the plaintive 

warnings about the economic “failure” of socialism. 

This is especially the case when contrasted to the 

current capitalist financial crisis which has afflicted 

the world’s capitalist economies since the latter half 

of 2008.  This crisis, which has thrown millions out 

of work, has sharply increased inequality, and has 

greatly increased the suffering of workers, is the 

elephant in the room. The debacle of Greece 

highlights this problem even further. With Greek 

workers being crushed by almost unbelievable 

austerity now being imposed by a SYRIZA “left” 

government, it becomes rather difficult to convince 

workers in the West that capitalism can deliver.  

When China’s economy faced only a few minor 

hiccups whilst the Western economies were being 

buffeted by the “global” financial crisis, the Wests’ 

vassal scribes kept trying to predict that China will 

come undone, its bubble will burst, and thus show 

that the crisis really is “global”. But this simply did 

not happen. For seven long years after the financial 

crisis broke in the West, China kept powering on. 

Surely China’s economy could not possibly keep 

going – a crisis must be about to break out - mustn’t 

it? Then in recent months, a stock market “crash” 

appears in China. Ha ha! exclaimed the Western 

experts, we told you so. China is coming down now, 

it’s a good old fashioned stock market crash. China 

is just as vulnerable as everyone else, or so it was 

implied. But the “crash” came and went. There was 

no significant flow on to the rest of the stock 

market, the banks remained rock solid, and overall 

economic growth was largely unaffected. Another 

potential stump for the West to bring down the 

Chinese behemoth evaporated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above: A Chinese man with a young companion 

rides his bicycle past a branch of the Industrial and 

Commercial Bank of China. Headquarted in 

Xicheng District of Beijing, it is the world’s largest 

bank by total assets and market capitalisation. Yet 

this giant bank is wholly state owned, property of 

the Chinese people via its socialist state. It is one 

of China’s “Big Four” banks - all of which are state 

owned. Australia’s “Big Four” banks are all 

privately owned, and thus the federal government 

here is not able to exert control over their 

activities. China’s state ownership of its big four 

banks acts as a protective firewall for the 

economy, in the unlikely event of the stock market 

lurching out of government control. Photo by 

www.barrons.com (Aug 28 2015) 
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Why and how does it come undone, repeatedly, for 

these paid pen-pushers? It should be noted that, for 

one thing, the sheer scale of the Chinese stock 

market is hard to comprehend. The stock write 

down up to the end of July 2015 came to around 3.2 

trillion dollars. When talking about China, home to 

1.3 billion people, the numbers and figures about 

anything are necessarily huge. Yet the paid Western 

journalist also has to grapple with what appears to 

be an unreality – China seems to make its 

“capitalism” function, and appears to use 

government intervention to do so. So it’s doubly 

confounding. On the one hand, China’s “capitalism” 

functions, while the West is in dire economic straits.  

On the other hand, the “capitalist” economic 

success is largely brought about by government 

intervention – which is just not supposed to 

happen, according to Western economic theory. So 

for Western paid functionaries, the dilemma arises 

of how to report on China, while still trying to 

convey the notion that government intervention in 

the economy, and much less socialism, “doesn’t 

work”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We should shed no tears for the difficulties of the 

task of bourgeois scribes. But what workers and 

their allies should understand in relation to China’s 

economy is that in its majority, it is not capitalist. 

Capitalism does exist in China, and is used by the 

government to develop its economy. Yet overall, it 

is not capitalism which dominates in China, but 

socialism. The gains of the momentous struggle in 

China, which triumphed in 1949, are those which 

we would expect from a victorious socialist 

revolution – a workers’ state administered and 

politically led by those inspired by Marxism. 

Economically, the gigantic Chinese state owned 

enterprises (SOE’s), as well as the immense state 

owned banks, are also precious gains of the victory 

of 1949. And it is the operation of the SOE’s plus the 

state owned banks, which has basically enabled the 

Chinese economy to continue relatively unhindered 

despite the aforementioned 3.2 trillion dollar loss 

on its stock markets. An economy which uses state 

owned banks and SOEs, which remain in the hands 

of a workers’ government, to develop and deliver 

economic growth while staving off a depression 

afflicting many of its trading partners – cannot be 

capitalist. This is not what capitalist economies do. 

The workers of Greece, with their immeasurable 

suffering, can supply us with graphic detail about 

what a capitalist economy does, especially during a 

crisis – no thanks to the SYRIZA fraudsters.  

A regulated stock market?  

One of the main functions of a stock market in a 

capitalist economy is to raise capital funds for 

investment in one private venture or another. 

Trading of stocks increases the value of private 

investor portfolios, largely through speculation. One 

of the end goals is to stimulate economic activity, 

but within the sphere of the private ownership, and 

use, of capital. In China, on the other hand, one of 

the most essential functions of their stock markets 

is to increase the value and stocks of the state 

owned enterprises. The more the SOE’s are 

strengthened, the better able is the Chinese 

government to control the economy, and use the 

RED FIRE  is the publication of the 

Marxist-Leninist Group (MLG).  

The MLG seeks to build a party which can 

serve as a basis to propel forward the 

struggle for socialism. For those who agree 

that the cause of the working class is 

essential to the movement for a better 

world, we urge you to apply to join us.  

We welcome your enquiries. Get in contact 

by: 

Mail: PO Box 66 Nundah QLD 4012 

Email: mlgroup271@gmail.com 

Phone: 0421 408 692 

Also check out: www. ML-

Group@blogspot.com.au 
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SOE’s to deliver benefits for workers, such as 

employment. The Chinese government uses a 

plethora of methods of controlling stock market 

trading to ensure this occurs. Some shares are 

simply prevented by regulation from being traded. 

Some shares can only be sold at certain times, and 

there are different categories of shares. At all levels, 

China’s stock market is regulated by the 

government, which is the opposite of what a stock 

market in the West is supposed to be about. 

Government regulation, which in most respects 

benefits working people, is associated with 

socialism, not capitalism.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Not only is there government regulation in the 

Chinese stock market, there is also significant and 

ongoing government intervention, and often this 

intervention is carried out with the intention of 

keeping the values of shares high. In fact, as even 

the Wall Street Journal noted, one of the reasons 

for the latest dip in the Chinese stock market are 

fears that the Chinese government is reducing the 

scope of its measures to prop up the market.4 In 

China, there is an expectation that the government 

will both regulate and intervene in the stock market 

to ensure it functions. Those who claim that China is 

“capitalist” should attempt to explain why these 

expectations exist, and why the government 

responds as it does. We should remember that  the 

People’s Republic of China was formed out of a 

decades long revolutionary struggle, led by the 

Communist Party of China (CPC), in which hundreds 

of millions of Chinese fought and overcame feudal 

and foreign capitalist domination. As a 

consequence, there is the constant expectation that 

the People’s Republic of China lives up to, and 

enacts, Chairman Mao’s famous dictum of “serve 

the people”. No such expectation on governments 

exists among workers in the capitalist West, which, 

suffice to say, have not yet embarked on a 

revolutionary path. 

 

Another reason why the stock market “crash” in 

China does not threaten to bring the whole system 

to its knees, is that the size of China’s stock market 

is small relative to the size of the overall economy. 

The Market.com website reported that the 

numbers of shares available for trading in China 

historically represent between 25-30 % of Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP), which is minor compared 

to the United States at 150% of GDP, and most 

other developed economies, which range from 85-

100% of GDP.5 So even if a full scale stock market 

crash did occur – which is unlikely, given the 

Above: Traders about to enter the Shanghai Stock 

Exchange. Contrary to how stock markets in the 

“free” West are supposed to operate, the 

Shanghai Stock Exchange is heavily regulated by 

the Central Government in Beijing. Through its 

regulatory bodies, the People’s Republic of China 

can order stock holders to refrain from selling 

shares. In July, the government ordered the 

suspension of the selling of some shares for a 

period of six months. This flies in the face of free 

market orthodoxy, and is another indicator that 

capitalism as a socio-economic system does not 

dominate in China. Photo by www.techinasia.com 

(8 Jul 2015) 
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amount and extent of government intervention – 

the whole economy would not collapse. Which, 

ironically, is the very fear which stalks every stock 

market crash in the capitalist West.  

 

How is the stock market regulated in China? It starts 

with the ruling Communist Party, which is odd for a 

“capitalist” state, but quite normal for a socialist 

state. The CPC’s Central Financial Work Committee 

is one body which overseas both the financial 

markets and the banking system. Its work appears 

to be twofold: on the one hand, it lays out policy 

objectives for banking, insurance and securities 

supervision. On the other hand, its task is the 

recruitment and surveillance of the leading 

personnel of the country’s regulatory financial 

bodies and key financial firms.6 Under the CPC’s 

Central Financial Work Committee lies the China 

Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC). The role 

of the CSRC was considerably expanded following 

the 1998 “Asian” financial crisis, and was handed 

supervisory control of China’s two stock exchanges 

in Shanghai and Shenzhen. The CSRC has often 

demonstrated its power in cases of market 

misconduct, by occasionally removing the managers 

of brokerages and investment funds, as well as 

imposing monetary penalties on a number of 

financial firms.7 Through these bodies the central 

Chinese government recently ordered the 

suspension of trading of around 25% of shares, in 

an effort to prevent a further plunge.8 Needless to 

say, stock markets which are regulated by the ruling 

Communist Party, and several bodies established by 

the central government, are not run-of-the-mill 

stock markets. The whole principle of a stock 

market, at least in the West, is free trade. When 

this conflicts with the interests of the Chinese 

economy, the central government puts a stop to it. 

How then can this be “capitalism”?  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

Above: Chinese poster from the early 1970s - etsy.com 

If the stock markets are heavily regulated by the 

government, perhaps the banking system is where 

the free market is allowed to run wild? As it 

happens, no. The banks are also highly regulated 

and controlled, and, moreover, most of them are 

state owned. The Chinese “big four” banks – the 

Bank of China, China Construction Bank, the 

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, and the 

Agricultural Bank of China – are all state owned. The 

central bank, the People’s Bank of China, is also 

state owned. It had a supervisory role until 2003, 

when its powers were transferred to the China 

Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC). Amongst 

the CBRC’s functions are the monitoring of the 

activities of each of China’s banks to ensure all 

operations remain within Chinese law, and to 

examine the qualifications of senior banking 

managers.9 What this means is that in the event of 

times of stock market fluctuations or “crashes”, the 

banks are almost entirely unaffected. There is little 

to no chance of a stock market crash in China 

affecting the banking system. In fact, China’s largest 

state owned banks are not really banks as we know 

them in the West. They are not primarily 

commercial enterprises which operate on the basis 

of the accumulation of private profit. They are 

primarily administrative bodies which ensure 

funding and credit for China’s state owned 

enterprises, particularly with regard to funding and 
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credit for infrastructure development – a key driver 

of China’s stunning economic growth over the past 

30 years.  

The Anti-Red China Left 

Unfortunately, some Australian left parties remain 

hostile to Red China – the China that emerged out 

of the workers’ revolution which triumphed in 

1949. Whether they are aware of it or not, their 

invective against the People’s Republic lends weight 

to the political campaigns of “our own” ruling class 

against Red China, in concert with US imperialism. 

Prime amongst these parties is Socialist Alternative 

(SAlt). SAlt contends, along with other parties based 

on Tony Cliff’s theory of state capitalism, that China 

has always been capitalist, and that the real Chinese 

revolution occurred in 1927. Such claims lead to 

mutually contradictory claims when reporting about 

China today. One of SAlt’s responses to the stock 

market dip in China was an anti-China screed 

authored by SAlt leader Tom Bramble, titled “The 

Crisis in China’s Economy”.10 In one section, Mr 

Bramble claims that “Real wages rose in the coastal 

provinces in recent years as labour shortages began 

to emerge under the impact of the one child policy 

and the gradual exhaustion of surplus labour in the 

rural areas.”11 Soon after, he states “Rising wages in 

China, combined with a currency that has become 

stronger against the US dollar since 2005, are 

already encouraging some investors, both local and 

overseas seas, to relocate their operations to 

countries that are now cheaper, such as Bangladesh 

and Cambodia.12 So wages have risen in China due 

to the one child policy and the lack of workers 

streaming in from rural areas, apparently. Yet these 

rising wages have been so marked, that some 

investors are packing up and moving to 

neighbouring countries where wages are lower.  

 Mr Bramble doesn’t appear to notice the 

contradiction – if wages have been rising so far as to 

cause investors to move operations to neighbouring 

countries, exactly what type of “capitalism” is it?  

Real capitalism does not take too kindly to workers 

winning ongoing wage increases, and certainly 

couldn’t sustain the years of high wage rises as has 

occurred in China. Wages for workers in China has 

been rising for the last ten years, in part due to 

labour shortages as Mr Bramble points out. Yet 

labour shortages can’t occur without a rapid 

expansion of an economy. Moreover, the economy 

is overseen by Chinese government five year plans. 

And the most recent five year plan states that 

workers’ wages must rise by 13% per year, but 

many local authorities push firms to raise yearly 

increases even higher.13 Imagine Australian 

capitalists being ordered to pay their workers wage 

increases of 13% every year! An expanding 

economy, one overseen by a five year plan, along 

with a government ordering wage increases for 

workers, is quite peculiar for “capitalism”.  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

Above: Participants during a ceremony in Chongqing 

wave Chinese national and Communist Party of China 

(CPC) flag in June 2011, marking the 90th anniversary 

of the founding of the party. Australian left parties 

which are hostile to Red China, such as Socialist 

Alternative and Socialist Alliance, should dwell on the 

reasons why most workers in China support the role    

of the Communist Party historically, as well as its role  

today guiding it to the status of world leader in a 

number of fields. Generally speaking, it is mainly the 

right wing, often backed by international forces, 

which oppose the political rule of the CPC. 

www.sharingtheworldtogether.blogspot.com.au 
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Not to be outdone amongst the Anti-Red China Left 

is the Socialist Alliance (SA). Unlike the Socialist 

Alternative, the Socialist Alliance recognise that a 

socialist revolution occurred in China in 1949. 

However, they go on to claim that capitalism was 

restored in China in 1992, marked by former leader 

Deng Xiaoping’s famous “Southern Tour”. They are 

able to recognise certain facts regarding China, but 

the “restored capitalism” mindset also leads to 

generally unacknowledged contradictions. In their 

newspaper Green Left Weekly, John Rainford, 

covering the stock market dip in China, wrote that: 

“The country responded to the GFC (Global 

Financial Crisis –ed) by ramping up infrastructure 

spending….in 2009, it began the largest 

infrastructure stimulus spending in history….new 

credit available across the economy increased by 

more than $20 trillion….”14. Like Mr Bramble and 

SAlt, Mr Rainford and SA don’t appear to notice the 

contradiction in their positions. If China responded 

to the GFC by dramatically increasing infrastructure 

spending along with vastly expanding the amount of 

credit available, to the tune of more than $20 

trillion, how exactly was it able to do this? Or more 

to the point, how could a “capitalist” economy 

come up with the exact measures needed to avoid a 

catastrophic decline? To answer this, we have to 

venture into territory which the Anti-Red China Left 

consider unthinkable. There are many 

imperfections on either side, but overall, the 

Chinese economy and the Chinese state  are in fact 

predominantly not capitalist, but socialist. A five 

year economic plan, administered by a Communist 

Party, a largely state owned economy, and state 

owned banks, are not usual indicators of 

capitalism”. The workers’ and peasants’ revolution 

which established a socialist state in 1949 is still 

intact, despite zig-zags and despite problems in a 

number of areas. Overall, however, these problems 

have a basis from which solutions can begin to be 

addressed – as the accumulation of private profit 

through private production does not rule China. 

Certain capitalists exist in China, but they do not 

have political or state power.  

 
 

 

 

  

 

  

Is government or state led infrastructure going to 

happen in Australia, at any time? The organisation 

Beyond Zero Emissions (BZE), which the Socialist 

Alliance hails for its claims that Australia can be run 

by 100% renewable energy, has also made the call 

for high speed rail to be built between Brisbane, 

Sydney, Melbourne and Canberra. They claim this 

high speed rail system could be built for a cost of 84 

billion dollars.15 All BZE can do though is call for, or 

plead with, the government and the private sector 

to build it. Though most people with an ounce of 

awareness know that neither the Australian 

government nor the private sector (capitalist 

corporations) will spend this type of money without 

seeing a capital return. Railways generally do not 

receive a return, unless they charge thousands of 

Above: A graphic from a study into a high speed rail 

link between Brisbane and Melbourne. Despite the 

dire need for such infrastructure, neither the public 

nor private sector will spend their capital due to a 

lack of return. China’s state run rail companies, on 

the other hand, have no such need for a return, as 

they are not primarily run for profit. www. 

Railwaygazette.com 12-04-2013 
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dollars for a ticket, which is impractical. So with 

Australian capitalism in power, it doesn’t happen. 

On the other hand, leading the world in high speed 

rail is China. It is not just that China’s rail companies 

are gigantic. More to the point, they are largely 

state owned. The Chinese government can thus 

direct China’s rail companies to build high speed rail 

infrastructure, whatever the cost. The Chinese 

government, albeit in a bureaucratic manner, can 

plan to build infrastructure which benefits the 

working people and their country as a whole. They 

do not have make money out of building 

infrastructure. In fact, building infrastructure such 

as high speed rail can be used to serve social 

purposes such as providing employment, assisting 

the economy to function, connecting the vast areas 

of the country, and thus raising the standard of 

living. In Australia, the average worker knows there 

is not a chance of this happening, whether there is a 

Liberal or an ALP/Greens government. The more 

politically aware amongst the left should be able to 

identify the distinction between the rule of capital 

and the rule of labour.  

  

The Anti-Red China Union Leaders 

One of the main reasons for the extremely low level 

of class struggle in Australia for the last thirty years 

has been the misleadership of the officials of most 

Unions, which have tied their fortunes either to that 

of the ALP or to capitalism itself, or both. The 

workers are crying out for some kind of fightback to 

arrest their plummeting wages and conditions. The 

lack of a strong fightback led by the Union 

movement has had its unfortunate spin-offs, not 

the least of which are some workers turning to 

crackpot conspiracy theories, or even turning 

towards the fascism of groups like “Reclaim 

Australia”. Many workers simply have barely ever 

seen the Unions mobilise on a political issue. Yet 

recently some Union officials organised 

demonstrations and rallies around the country 

around a very political issue. The target was 

ostensibly the Australia-China Free Trade 

Agreement.16 In practice, however, these were 

national demonstrations against Red China and 

backhandedly supporting the very business class 

the Union movement should be exposing and 

mobilising against. Furthermore, whipping up angst 

against reds at the same time as “your own” ruling 

class is hosting a US military base in Darwin aimed 

at China, inevitably draws workers behind 

imperialism in what could potentially be a world 

war.  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 Conservative Union leaders who have not sought to 

mobilise workers against the depredations of 

Australian capitalism and its nefarious assault on 

workers have all of a sudden become activists – 

against China. It is all too easy to blame a foreign 

country for the economic woes of capitalism on 

home shores. It is even easier when the target of 

the blame can be painted as “communist”. This 

avoids the difficult task of convincing workers that it 

is the class based system of capitalist exploitation 

Above: Image from the Construction Mining 

Forestry and Energy Union website, using slightly 

veiled anti-communism alongside overt nationalism. 

Union leaderships such as those of the CFMEU 

should be targeting Australian capital and Australian 

employers for not delivering jobs for Australian 

workers, rather than point accusing fingers towards 

China. www.cfmeu.net.au 07 
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which is the main enemy, and that “Australian” 

capitalists are a component part of this global 

capitalist class. Much easier to point the finger of 

blame elsewhere. Yet the Australian Council of 

Trade Unions (ACTU) who are railing against the 

Australia-China Free Trade Agreement (ChAFTA) 

now, were as silent as a church doormouse about 

both the signing of the Australia-Japan FTA, as well 

as the Australia-South Korea FTA in recent times. All 

three Free Trade Agreements contain similar 

measures. The fact that the ACTU have only 

mounted a public campaign against a FTA with 

China, but not a FTA with South Korea or Japan, 

speaks volumes. 

  

 

  

  

  

  

The ACTU are ostensibly concerned with the ability 

of China to bring some Chinese nationals into 

Australia to work on projects worth more than $150 

million or more, without “testing the local labour 

market” first (i.e. advertise for jobs locally). ACTU 

President Ged Kearney claimed that “… Free trade 

agreements must support local jobs and industry 

and all indications are that the deal with China does 

not … there must be strong rules around labour 

market testing and labour mobility clauses in the 

China free trade deal to ensure local jobs are 

protected … Unemployment has been at or above 6 

per cent for one year yet it appears the government 

is intent on selling out even more jobs.”17 Ms 

Kearney goes on to mention the main reason why 

there is such concern about Chinese nationals 

working on Chinese invested projects in Australia. If 

there were plentiful jobs, if unemployment was low 

and if work was easy to find for all those currently 

residing in Australia, there would scarcely be an 

issue. The fact that the Australian capitalist 

economy is in dire straits economically and is 

unable to provide anywhere near the amount of 

adequate jobs required for workers now, is an 

indictment of the Australian “captains of industry”. 

The ACTU should have been mobilising workers to 

demand the Australian ruling class provide jobs for 

all those residing here.  

 One effective way to do this would be to mobilise 

workers around a demand for a shorter working 

week with no loss in pay. The demand for a 35 hour 

week with no loss in pay, if achieved, would share 

around the available work, and lower 

unemployment. It would mean a rise in the hourly 

(or yearly in the case of salaried workers) rate of 

pay, but the Union movement could be clear that 

this rise must come out of the profits of the 

employers – the capitalists raking it in on the back 

of the workers who produce the wealth. This could 

be combined with a demand for automatic wage 

indexation, that is, wage rises linked to the cost of 

living, or consumer price index (CPI). These 

demands, effectively a sliding scale in wages and 

hours, can be highly effective in leading workers to 

the conclusion that any system that cannot 

guarantee decent jobs with decent conditions for all 

workers, needs to be replaced with another. In this 

context, the ground for socialists to argue for 

socialism over capitalism becomes more amenable.  

Above: Poster advertising the 31 July Union led 

rally against the China-Australia Free Trade 

Agreement. Note the endline “Racism Not 

Welcome”. This may well be the intention, but it 

treads a very fine line, and nevertheless uses high 

does of anti-communism, which disarms the entire 

Union movement. Graphic from UnionsNSW 
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The ACTU, on the other hand, has done nothing like 

this. With a few exceptions, the ACTU leadership 

has allowed Australian capitalism to run roughshod 

over workers here for at least the last 30 years. 

Then all of a sudden, they point accusing fingers 

towards China. The Union officials, with few 

exceptions, are only prepared to campaign on 

issues that are acceptable to the capitalist class, and 

moreover, the Australian capitalists. Seeking a 

partnership with “Australian” capital for 

“Australian” labour inevitably means workers lose 

out. Hard class struggle is the only perspective that 

can offer immediate and longer term solutions for 

the labour movement. Yet this very class struggle 

could quickly move out of the control of the Union 

officials, and could even bypass them, placing their 

well-paid positions in jeopardy. So instead, they 

choose to ally with the Australian ruling class which 

just happens to also be joining the US in 

provocative war moves against the People’s 

Republic of China. Obama’s “pivot to Asia” is code 

for war against China, as crazy as a war against 1.3 

billion people may appear. Incidentally, this is the 

main reason for the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP), 

a free trade agreement which locks out China and is 

aimed against China. Workers in Australia and 

internationally have no interest in a trade or 

military war with the US led West against China. 

Rather, workers here and internationally have an 

interest in allying with Red China against US 

imperialism, despite the often nationalist and self-

serving interest of the Chinese political leadership. 

The overall aim should be to fortify the Union 

movement through strengthening the forces for 

socialism. Rallying workers behind US imperialism 

strengthens the hand of capitalism over socialism.  

 Rallying against Red China also places one in 

extremely undesirable political company. At the July 

31 2015 Union organised rally, ostensibly against 

the China-Australia Free Trade Agreement, were 

not only thousands of Union members urged on by 

their officials. There was also the fascist Party for 

Freedom, along with the left wing parties the 

Socialist Alliance and the Communist Party of 

Australia! “Left” and right united to condemn Red 

China. Such a motley assemblage can only help the 

Australian ruling class whip up anti-China hysteria, 

which is part and parcel of a preparation for war. As 

far as the Socialist Alliance is concerned, their 

placards railed against the Trans Pacific Partnership 

(TPP) and the China-Australia Free Trade Agreement 

itself.18 The Socialist Alliance might claim that was 

their concern, but the overall tenor and thrust of 

the politics was anti-China, i.e. socialism, in the 

context of US led preparations for military action 

against China. They would also claim that they are 

against the fascist Party for Freedom. However, the 

fact is representatives of both parties were at the 

same rally demanding the same thing. The Socialist 

Alliance’s position of calling for the overthrow of 

the Chinese state appears to have led them into a 

de facto pairing with the far right.  

 

 

  

The Socialist Alliance does not extend any political 

support to the People’s Republic of China, so its 

position is to some extent expected. However, the 

Communist Party of Australia certainly does have a 

position of support for China and for the Chinese 

government generally. So how does it explain its 
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presence at the anti-China demonstration, 

alongside the Socialist Alliance and the far-right 

Party for Freedom?  

 

The CPA Secretariat statement of July 22 2015 

made a number of correct points regarding the 

double standards of those opposing the ChaFTA, 

and also opposing China.19 The statement 

acknowledged the falsity of Australian Union 

leaders complaining about Chinese government 

subsidisation for Chinese companies, while 

simultaneously calling for Australian government 

subsidies to Australian companies. It noted the 

contradiction of accusing China of lax 

environmental and labour laws, when the 

Australian government is one of the world’s worst 

offenders. And, most importantly, it highlighted the 

ignoring of Australia’s involvement with the US 

military’s pivot to Asia, especially the hosting of US 

marines in Darwin, with a base clearly aimed at 

China. Despite all of this, the CPA urged workers to 

attend the rally, which was clearly against China! 

Unfortunately, the CPA sometimes allows its 

Australian nationalism to override its advocacy of 

socialism.  

 

We might also expect trade union leaders who have 

effectively contained class struggle for 30 years, to 

have conservative politics, and therefore, jump at 

the chance to condemn Red China. However, the 

new Queensland State Secretary of the Maritime 

Union of Australia (MUA), Bob Carnegie, is 

supposed to be cut from a different cloth. On many 

fronts, Mr Carnegie has bravely led a series of 

important labour struggles in this country. 

However, Mr Carnegie has also led the charge 

against China, ostensibly under the guise of 

attempting to protect Chinese nationals who may 

be brought into Australia to work on projects 

operated by Chinese companies. In response to a 

suggestion that the Union protests against ChAFTA 

were driven by racism, Mr Carnegie was quoted 

“This government thinks we’re racist because we do 

not want Chinese workers coming to this country 

and being paid a pittance … that’s not racism, that’s 

good unionism. We are not about workers 

anywhere being exploited. Unions are about picking 

people up, not putting them down.”20  

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 The intention is not racism, this much we can 

agree. However, it’s certainly a form of anti-

socialism, wittingly or unwittingly. In addition, the 

US war machine, with Canberra’s backing, has 

installed US troops in Darwin, clearly aimed at 

China. Given this, it is extremely difficult to avoid 

being swept up in anti-China hysteria, if at the same 

time you are demonstrating in the streets against 

Above: Union leaderships which mobilised their 

members against the Australia-China Free Trade 

Agreement included United Voice. If Union officials 

were genuinely concerned about the lack of jobs in 

Australia, they could have done any number of things 

before now. Campaigning around a shorter work week 

with no loss in pay would be one way. Another would 

be to demand that the government provide an 

employment guarantee. Mobilising members and 

workers generally around such demands would help 

workers to see who is really blocking the creation of 

employment here. It is the operation of profit seeking 

capital, not China, which is an ongoing threat to 

employment, especially during a capitalist economic 

crisis. Photo by www.hashgurus.com 
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China. When imperialism goes to war, whether in 

Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Syria or China, a fair dose 

of racism is required to cow Australian workers not 

to resist yet another war. It’s even better for the 

capitalist class to have workers and Unions 

mobilising behind their war drive. Unfortunately, 

some Unions have already offered themselves as 

cannon fodder for the war against China – which is 

directly in conflict with the interests of workers 

here and overseas.  

In an interview for Red Flag, the newspaper of  the 

Socialist Alternative, Mr Carnegie was asked what 

gives him hope. One of his responses was “The 

growth of the unofficial trade unions in China.”21 Mr 

Carnegie is making a mistake. “Unofficial” trade 

unions in China are a key plank of the unceasing 

efforts principally led by US imperialism, for the 

undermining and overthrow of the Chinese 

government. It is no exaggeration to say that 

“labour rights” along with “human rights” agitation 

against Red China are open calls for capitalist 

counterrevolution. This occurs outside of China in 

the Western countries, but also inside China with 

many labour rights “NGOs” claiming to stand for the 

rights of Chinese workers. In practice, they foster 

and foment unrest which threatens, if spread 

widely enough, to bring down the socialist state. 

And this is their unstated aim, which happens to 

also be the unstated aim of US imperialism.  

  

 Union leaders and leftists in Australia should be 

aware of the different operating circumstances of 

trade unions operating in a socialist state, such as 

China, and unions operating in a capitalist state, 

such as Australia. Unions in Australia have the task 

of organising and mobilising against the capitalist 

state. Unions in China, on the other hand, have the 

task of working with the socialist state in order to 

facilitate the best conditions for providing work for 

all, as well as developing the economy such that it 

can provide for all workers. This task is made still 

more difficult due to the fact that China, despite all 

its advances, is still not at the level of the advanced 

industrialised countries. Having said this, we can 

recognise that the All-China Federation of Trade 

Unions has shortcomings, and sometimes does not 

organise or defend workers. This is jumped on by 

pro-capitalist “activists” who then advocate 

“unofficial” trade unions, ostensibly to fight for 

worker’s rights. Yet the game is given away by the 

fact that these China “labour rights” activists never 

call for “independent” or “free” trade unions in the 

West. In the West, arguably the problem of Unions 

refusing to organise and defend workers is far 

greater than in China.  So in reality in China, these 

unofficial trade unions become vehicles for anti-

government, and therefore anti-socialist agitation.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

The Chinese government is well aware of the 

potential danger posed by often US backed NGOs 

operating in China, particularly “labour rights” 

NGOs. The Chinese government is in the process of 

Above: Workers at Chinese stores of the notoriously 

anti-Union US multinational Wal-Mart have been 

Unionised, following a directive in 2006 by former 

Chinese President Hu Jintao. The All-China 

Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU) now has 

branches inside Wal-Mart stores. Needless to say, a 

capitalist state does not usually order US firms to 

allow Unionisation of their workforce. Photo by 

Daniel Ng/flickr 
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passing a new NGO law which will increase police 

scrutiny. An article in the Financial Times noted that 

Li Yufu, Vice-Chairman of the ACFTU, recently 

highlighted the role of foreign “rights” 

organisations. Mr Li was quoted as saying, “Hostile 

foreign forces are intensifying their infiltration…. 

They are attempting to wreck the solidarity of the 

working class and trade union unity with the help of 

some illegal ‘rights’ organisations and activists.”22  

We can only imagine the outcry from liberals and 

other right wingers in Australia if Chinese NGOs 

were operating here, agitating for the overthrow of 

the government, under the guise of “labour rights”. 

Yet Western funded “labour rights” organisations 

operate in China, and they are lauded by some 

Australian Union leaders, and, unfortunately, some 

leftist parties. In agitating for “labour rights” in 

China, such organisations are effectively operating 

for the US empire they claim to oppose.  

The Australian Union movement has no interest in 

mobilising against China, especially in a heightened 

period of anti-China military activity in Australia, 

and the Asia-Pacific. The Australian ruling class is 

well aware that labour and war are intertwined, and 

are seeking to use this connection to their 

advantage – i.e. to further the aims of US 

imperialism. In the midst of a dire economic crisis 

for the capitalist economies, of which China is 

exempt, war becomes more and more an option for 

Western capitalists who have literally run out of 

options in attempting to re-start their faltering 

industries. It is up to organised labour, principally 

the Union movement and also left parties, to turn 

against the Washington-Canberra organised war 

drive against China, in the interests of avoiding 

catastrophic war and the concomitant disasters for 

working people such a conflict would engender. It is 

extremely dangerous for Unions to rally against a 

Free Trade Agreement with China, as it offers them 

up as cannon fodder for US plans for war against 

China. Rather, Australian Unions and the left need 

to ensure that they ally themselves with Red China, 

and against the capitalist class itself, here and 

internationally, in a mighty struggle for socialism. 

The strongest ally we have, despite all diversions, is 

the world’s most powerful socialist state – the PRC. 

The fate of Australian workers, and the workers of 

the world, could depend on it.  

1.http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-07-27/chinese-share-
market-plunges-with-fears-of-worse-to-come/6652000 
2.http://www.smh.com.au/business/comment-and-
analysis/the-chinese-stock-market-is-the-worlds-biggest-
casino-20150708-gi7q1f.html 
3. http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-33405199 
4. http://www.wsj.com/articles/asian-stocks-fall-pressured-
by-weak-earnings-overseas-1437961185 
5. http://www.marketwatch.com/story/china-has-only-itself-
to-blame-for-its-stock-market-collapse-2015-07-24 
6. http://chinapolitik.org/studien/china_analysis/no_15.pdf 
7. Ibid, p.6  
8. http://www.afr.com/markets/equity-markets/a-quarter-of-
chinalisted-shares-suspended-as-beijing-intervenes-
20150707-gi6p2s 
9.http://www.china.org.cn/english/features/state_struc
ture/66265.htm 

10. http://enpassant.com.au/2015/08/06/the-crisis-in-chinas-
economy/  
11. ibid 
12. ibid  
13. http://beta.tutor2u.net/business/blog/rising-wages-in-
china-causes-and-consequences  
14. https://www.greenleft.org.au/node/59456 
15. http://www.news.com.au/travel/travel-
updates/highspeed-rail-australia-could-build-network-for-
30nbspbillion-less-according-to-beyond-zero-emissions/story-
e6frfq80-1227029051027 

16. 
http://www.australianunions.org.au/china_fta_rallies  

17. http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2015/06/17/what-
does-chafta-mean-australia  
18. https://www.greenleft.org.au/node/59650 

19. http://www.cpa.org.au/guardian/2015/1694/05-

ftas-not-in-workers-interest---cpa.html 

20. http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-
news/media-barred-in-brisbane-as-unions-rally-against-
chinese-free-trade-   
greement-20150727-gileix.html 
 
21 https://redflag.org.au/article/new-direction-mua-
queensland 
 
22. http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/b5c16e4e-c0ac-11e4-
876d-00144feab7de.html#axzz3jWsIGsn5

http://www.cpa.org.au/guardian/2015/1694/05-ftas-not-in-workers-interest---cpa.html
http://www.cpa.org.au/guardian/2015/1694/05-ftas-not-in-workers-interest---cpa.html
https://redflag.org.au/article/new-direction-mua-queensland
https://redflag.org.au/article/new-direction-mua-queensland
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Above: Druze living on the Israeli side of the Golan Heights celebrate Syrian Independence Day. Photo by Hamad 

Almakat 

NO TO WAR! AUSTRALIAN TROOPS 

OUT NOW! VICTORY TO SYRIA! 

The following is the text of a leaflet released by the Marxist-Leninist Group in response to moves of the Federal 

Government to send Australian troops to Iraq and Syria.  

05-09-2015 – In an eerie similarity to the Vietnam 

War, Australian PM Tony Abbott has denied that it 

was his office which pushed the US to request 

Australian assistance to extend air strikes into 

Syria.1 In the spirit of never believing anything until 

it is officially denied, it is a fair assumption to state 

that the official entry of Australia into the US war 

on Syria echoes Australia’s entry into the Vietnam 

War over four decades ago. Then, it was the 

Australian government which urged the US to 

intervene militarily in Vietnam, rather than the US 

requesting Australian participation. This time, there 

are no conscripts being sent to fight a war for the 

US empire, but there are certainly Australian troops 

brandishing military hardware, including six F/A 18F 

Super Hornet fighter jets, along with a KC-30 

refuelling tanker. These jets have already been 

bombing targets in Iraq, while the tanker has been 
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refuelling US fighter jets.  

 

The criminal US led war to destroy and overthrow 

the Syrian Arab Republic has now entered its fourth 

year. The majority of the world’s population 

vehemently opposed the US led war on Iraq in 

2003. Yet around 10 years later, many of those who 

opposed that war are now either not active or are 

silent in the face of the West’s war on Syria. It is not 

being carried out by conventional means – it is not a 

case of simply declaring war on a sovereign state 

and sending in uniformed troops to invade and 

occupy. These days, it is much more convenient for 

US imperialism to outsource its wars, invasions, and 

overthrows of states which are not totally 

compliant to the Washington consensus. In the case 

of Syria, mercenary jihadists from 81 different 

countries have been armed, funded and in many 

cases trained by the US and its NATO allies Britain, 

France, Turkey, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and 

Qatar – and ferried into Syria. All the jihadist groups 

now in Syria, which claim to be an “opposition”, 

compete for the weapons and funding flowing in 

from the West. All jihadist groups, from the so-

called “Free Syrian Army”, to Al-Qaeda, to Al-Nusra, 

to Ahrar Al-Sham, to the manufactured “ISIS” have 

the same aim – the overthrow of the Syrian 

Government led by President Assad, on behalf of 

their benefactors.  

Washington, egged on by Canberra, Tel Aviv, 

Riyadh, London and Paris, have not been successful 

with their aim of “regime change” in Syria, for a 

number of reasons. Not the least of these is the fact 

that the majority of Syrians support and back the 

secular state of Syria and its current President 

Bashar Al-Assad. In June 2014, presidential elections 

were held in Syria. Despite horrific war conditions, 

73.42% of Syrians cast a vote, and 88.7% of these 

voted for Bashar Al-Assad.2 Many Syrians no doubt 

rallied behind the government, despite many other 

concerns, because they recognised that the Syrian 

Arab Army was the only military force which was 

protecting civilians against the gruesome and 

barbaric executions carried out by the Western 

backed mercenaries. Since that time, the Syrian 

Arab Army has been joined by the Lebanese 

Hezbollah, who recognise the danger to 

neighbouring Lebanon if Al-Qaeda and “ISIS” are 

able to topple the Syrian government. Hezbollah are 

a significant fighting force, which was demonstrated 

during their effective defeat of the Israeli armed 

forces in 2006.  

 
 

 

 

 

Another significant reason why the US was not able 

to destroy Syria in the way that they destroyed 

Libya in 2011, was the opposition of major powers 

Russia and China. Russia and China unfortunately 

did not oppose the NATO bombing of Libya, which 

was preceded by the same arming and funding of 

Al-Qaeda linked jihadists. In the case of Syria, 

however, Russia and China appear to recognise that 

the war on Syria is also directed at them as much as 

the Middle East. Russia and China have voiced 

opposition to the war on Syria in the United 

Nations, and while they haven’t directly assisted 

Syria militarily, there are reports of Russian 

Above: The Syrian Eagle. Inscribed on the banner in 

the eagle’s claws are the words “Syrian Arab 

Republic” written in Kufic (an Arabic type of writing).  
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weapons being used by the Syrian armed forces. 

This is not unusual, however, as Russia and Syria 

have been allies since the days of the former Soviet 

Union.  

 (N.B. this was written prior to September 30, 2015, 

when the Russian military, at the invitation of the Syrian 

government, began carrying out air strikes against ISIS 

terrorists in Syrian territory.) 

“ISIS” 

For the first two years of the war on Syria, the 

Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, or ISIS, did not exist.  

Until 2013, no one in Syria had ever heard of “ISIS”. 

It is extremely suspicious that it mysteriously 

dropped from the sky, and then received further 

prominence immediately after the resounding 

victory of President Assad in the elections of June 

2014. This is because ISIS is almost entirely a 

manufactured proxy force. Forget about the fanfare 

stating that ISIS aims to establish an Islamic 

caliphate. The game was given away when it was 

recently revealed that British SAS forces have been 

dressing up as ISIS fighters, flying ISIS flags, and 

attacking the Syrian government under the pretext 

of “fighting ISIS”.3 This is on top of the US and British 

government openly admitting and announcing that 

they are training the “moderate” Syrian opposition, 

that is, training the almost entirely non-Syrian 

jihadists to murder Syrian civilians in the most 

brutal manner imaginable. The West’s “war against 

ISIS” is the media line. In reality, ISIS is set up to 

justify the US war machine intervening anywhere in 

the world where “ISIS” shows its head.   

  

Washington, backed by Canberra, has in recent 

years specialised in funding and/or arming proxy 

forces in efforts to overthrow the government of 

any country which is too independent for their 

liking. Hence, there have been ongoing attempts to 

arm and fund opposition political forces in countries 

such as Libya, Syria, Ukraine, Venezuela, Malaysia, 

Thailand and Hong Kong, no matter how 

reactionary the politics of the opposition forces may 

be. Yet in Syria, it is not an “opposition” which is 

being armed and funded by the US and it’s Saudi, 

Turkish, and Qatari allies. Overwhelmingly, the 

forces of the “Free Syrian Army”, ISIS, Al-Qaeda, Al 

Nusra and the rest are not Syrian in the slightest 

way. In fact, they originate from 81 different non-

Syrian countries.4 So any notion of a “civil war” in 

Syria is demonstrably false. What’s occurring is a 

Western led proxy war for “regime change”, an 

invasion by armed mercenaries, in plain violation of 

any semblance of international law.  

 

 

 Unfortunately, some left parties have fallen victim 

to US propaganda about the Syrian “dictatorship” 

which is allegedly suppressing a legitimate 

“revolution”. Left parties which, at other times, 

claim to stand for secularism, and even socialism 

and anti-imperialism, effectively reverse their 

stance when it comes to Syria. The fact that the 

only forces fighting to overthrow the Syrian Arab 

Republic, which is secular, multi-cultural and multi-

religious – are all part of the most extreme versions 
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of Salafism or Wahabism – seems lost on them. And 

it is even doubtful whether some have any 

allegiance to Islam at all, given that British soldiers 

are amongst them. Plus there have been reports of 

US soldiers taking part under black balaclavas as 

well. As President Assad has stated, a revolution 

requires ideas and leaders. A “revolution” which 

would return women to pre-medieval times, which 

rejects even conservative ideas of “democracy”, is 

quite obviously a reaction to a dark age, rather than 

a “revolution”.  

Capitalist Crisis 

If the US empire is able to destroy Syria in the way 

they have Libya, even more immense human 

suffering will result. Further, the Islamic Republic of 

Iran will almost certainly be the next target. The 

takedown of Syria, an Iranian ally, will mean Iran 

will be more isolated and more vulnerable to open 

imperialist assault. The proximity of Iran to Russia 

and China could easily trigger a world war, even if 

the total destruction of Syria does not. The decision 

to launch a world war may be incomprehensible to 

many citizens in the West, yet it may be the only 

way out for a capitalist ruling class which is 

desperate to save its system. The longer the US 

does not confront China, whose socialist dominated 

economy is tearing strips of the Western economies 

which are uniformly in recession, the further will 

the US fall behind. The US cannot accept this. 

Furthermore, greater integration between Russia 

and China possibly sets up an alternative trading 

and financial bloc which emerging countries can 

orient to. It may seem crazy, but for a crazed US 

ruling class whipped into a frenzy by its faltering 

economy, it may just go for what in poker terms is 

called “double or nothing”. That is, it is prepared to 

risk everything it has to go for the big prize – the 

toppling of Russia and China. Needless to say, a 

global holocaust will be only one of the results.  

 Canberra’s move to go to war in Syria should not be 

seen simply as a poor decision, or a mistaken policy 

that can be abandoned with rational argument. The 

drive to war stems from the deepest wellsprings of 

the system of private production for private profit, 

which has run aground yet again, with little or no 

prospect of revival. Working people need to make 

the link between the rapidly deteriorating standard 

of living in Australia, and ever more reckless and 

criminal wars overseas. The lawless abuse of 

refugees and asylum seekers, the ever-increasing 

surveillance of citizens using the internet, the 

tracking of communications, heavily armed police 

patrolling public transport and the recent attempt 

by the newly constructed “Border Force” to check 

the visas of people walking down the street, are all 

examples of increasing repression which occurs 

when big capital acknowledges that it could 

potentially lose its political control. They are aware 

that the skyrocketing cost of living, the 

unaffordability of housing, the daylight robbery of 

privatised electricity and water bills, the relentless 

harassment and bullying of workers by managers, 

the accelerating destruction of the natural 

environment, the continual slashing of public funds 

for health care and education, and the crumbling 

state of public transport infrastructure can only lead 

to open rebellion if not contained. Thus the war on 

the sovereign Syrian Arab Republic and the war on 

working people here are intricately linked.  
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This is one of the many reasons why it is in our 

interests to act to prevent the Australian rulers 

contributing to a vicious war of aggression against 

Syria. The Syrian people have endured unbearable 

suffering at the hands of the West’s covert and 

overt war, waged with the assistance of Israel, 

Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Jordan and other Gulf 

Monarchies. They have the misfortune to be in the 

firing line of the West’s unconscionable arming and 

funding of non-Syrian mercenaries. These 

barbarians, whether in the form of the “Free Syrian 

Army”, Al-Qaeda, ISIS, Ahrar Al-Sham or others, 

have committed unspeakable atrocities against 

innocent Syrians, with either the knowledge or the 

participation of the world’s imperialist powers – 

specifically the US, France and Great Britain, but 

also Australia.  

Some of the left parties who have backed the 

mythical Syrian “revolution” have, without 

acknowledging it, partially seen the political 

problem of offering support to US armed jihadists 

who appear beyond the pale to even those on the 

political right. Hence, they have jumped on the 

bandwagon of an equally mythical “Rojavan 

Revolution”. What occurred was that nationalist 

Kurdish groups initially allied themselves with the 

Syrian government for the first two years of the 

West’s proxy war. Then, Kurdish nationalists such as 

the People’s Protection Units (YPG) switched sides 

to ally with the US, presumably because they 

judged the days of the Syrian government were 

numbered. They now act under the cover of US air 

strikes, acting as bomb-spotters for the empire. In 

doing so, they have turned against the Syria with 

which they had been allied. A few skirmishes with 

some ISIS forces do not make them 

“revolutionaries”, especially when working directly 

with the US war machine. Moreover, they have also 

signed agreements with parts of the “Free Syrian 

Army” – which in practice is identical to ISIS. 

Workers internationally cannot afford to extend any 

political support to any group which works side by 

side with the US empire. 

Workers and all those who stand against war need 

to take an urgent stance against the criminal war 

against Syria. No matter what your personal 

political opinion is of the Syrian government or its 

elected leader President Assad, Syria itself must be 

defended, and not just for the sake of Syrians, as 

important as that is. Syria must be defended so that 

the US war machine – in effect the military/political 

arm of world capitalism - can be blocked from 

achieving its goal of “full spectrum dominance”. 

Workers are entitled to a world without war, but 

the war against Syria indicates that we are going to 

have to fight for it. We can be inspired by the brave 

stance taken by the Syrian people, as well as those 

actors which have acted to prevent war, such as 

Iran, Hezbollah, Russia and China. The US and their 

proxies must be stopped. 

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-

news/prime-ministers-verbal-gymnastics-over-syria-

20150826-gj8ojp.html  

2. http://www.rt.com/news/163696-assad-win-president-
 syria/ 
  
3. http://www.globalresearch.ca/british-sas-special-forces-
 dressed-up-as-isis-rebels-fighting-assad-in-
syria/5466944 
  

 4. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/

 wp/2014/08/29/at-least-81-nationalities-are-

fighting-in-syria 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

RED FIRE  appreciates and welcomes any 

donations that anyone who supports the cause of 

the working class is able to contribute. 

 Pay into the Commonwealth Bank: 

BSB: 064 105             A/C: 10448421 

RED FIRE  also welcomes, but unfortunately 

cannot pay for, contributions of articles, stories or 

photos from workers in their workplace, Union 

struggles or struggles in your local area.  

Forward to: PO Box 66  NUNDAH QLD 4012 OR 

mlgroup271@gmail.com 
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WAR CREATES REFUGEES. 

AUSTRALIAN TROOPS OUT NOW! 

VICTORY TO SYRIA! 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

  

  

 

(The following is the text of a leaflet which was 

distributed by the MLG at the “Light the Dark” rally 

on September7 2015 in Brsibane.) 

11-09-2015 – Images of refugees perishing on the 

shores of Europe while attempting to flee for their 

lives are flooding the globe currently. In response to 

the image of a drowned boy on the beach inciting 

outrage internationally, Australian Prime Minister 

Tony Abbott’s only response was “this is why we 

need to stop the boats.” Callous indifference to  

  

  

 

human suffering, and/or using the deaths of asylum 

seekers for political gain has unfortunately come to 

be the norm in the Australian body politic, at least 

on behalf of the major parties.  

Yet this latest refugee exodus out of the Middle 

East and Africa and into Europe has clear and 

definable causes. Innocent human beings are 

fleeing from the endless wars being waged by the 

US and their allies, particularly the war on Libya in 

Above: Photo from a GetUp! Organised “Light the Dark” rally in Brisbane on September 7, 2015. The 

overwhelming sentiment was in favour of humane treatment of refugees and asylum seekers fleeing wars in the 

Middle East. Most were unaware of the motivations of the organisers, who were using concern for refugees to 

prosecute the war on Syria. The key speakers at the event were from the Liberal, Labor and Greens political 

parties. All of these parties support the overthrow of the Syrian government, without being able to say so openly. 

They are backed in this aim by the leadership of organisations such as the Refugee Action Collective, despite the 

valuable work conducted on other issues. It was a sophisticated political manipulation, which some left parties 

who maintain an effectively pro-war position on Syria, were oblivious to. Photo by www.abc.net.au 11-09-2015 
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2011, and the ongoing war on Syria, from 2011 to 

the present. These wars are not fought by 

conventional means, in terms of powerful countries 

sending in uniformed troops to invade and 

overthrow sovereign governments, as in the 

example of Iraq in 2003. These wars are essentially 

outsourced to barbaric mercenaries by the US and 

their allies. In the same manner in which the pro-

socialist Afghanistan government in the 1980s was 

besieged by ultra-reactionary Mujahideen fighters 

armed and funded by the US government as part of 

its war against the Soviet Union, ultra-reactionary 

jihadists were and are funded and armed by the 

West in a brutal campaign for “regime change” in 

Libya and Syria. In Libya, Western backed Al-Qaeda 

terrorists were unable to overthrow the former 

Libyan government led by Colonel Muammar 

Gaddafi. NATO stepped in and bombed the Libyan 

state out of existence, and Gaddafi himself was 

lynched. With no state and government existing, 

Libya has become a death zone, with warring 

jihadists fighting each other in a dystopian Mad 

Max scenario. Previously, Libya had provided its 

citizens with the highest standard of living in Africa. 

 At the same time, the US was arming and funding 

the same jihadists in an effort to overthrow the 

sovereign Syrian Arab Republic. For four and a half 

years, the heroic Syrian people have resisted this 

lawless invasion by psychotic Western armed 

barbarians, who carry out unspeakable atrocities 

without a second thought. US allies Saudi Arabia, 

Turkey, Qatar and Jordan all play a huge role in 

funding, arming, training and transporting these 

mercenaries into Syria, while Israel occasionally 

bombs Syria while treating wounded jihadists for 

free in their hospitals. More than 80% of these 

mercenaries are not Syrian, and have never 

previously been to Syria. Yet the Western corporate 

media narrative is that Syria is undergoing a “civil 

war”. This is preposterous. If Australia was beset by 

foreign mercenaries who embarked on an armed 

uprising, while beheading and torturing those who 

did not follow them, we would scarcely use the 

term “civil war”. The war on Syria is plainly a war for 

regime change, led by the US, but egged on by the 

Australian government.  

  

 

  

 

 

  

Unfortunately, the anti-war movement in Australia, 

while it exists, is restricted to a few brave souls and 

groups such as Hands Off Syria. Large sections of 

the left and political bodies who can usually be 

relied on to oppose US imperialism, have swallowed 

fantastic claims about a mythical Libyan or Syrian 

“revolution”. A social revolution, for one thing, 

must have overwhelming popular support. This has 

never been the case in either Libya or Syria. In fact, 

in June last year, Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad 

was re-elected, in the midst of war, with 88.7% of 

the vote! What is occurring in Syria is a classic “dirty 

war”, where death squads are armed and given a 

green light to do their worst in the service of their 

benefactors. The Latin Americans know from 

personal experience what a dirty war is all about. 

They have suffered this ignominy for decades at the 

hands of the US government. This is why the Cuban, 

Above: Cartoon by Carlos Latuff. The regime change 

operation carried out by NATO and their allies 

funded and armed Al-Qaeda and other groups to 

“rebel” against the Libyan government. NATO then 

stepped in, as the mercenaries were unable to 

topple the government on their own. The resulting 

chaos has spread across North Africa, causing 

refugees to flee for their lives.  
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Venezuelan and Bolivian governments, to name a 

few, staunchly defend Syria against the US Empire.  

 Working people in Australia, who are generally 

politically progressive, can be forgiven for not 

identifying the character of the last two major 

imperialist wars. However, left political parties who 

espouse their beliefs in socialism should know a lot 

better. Chief among these is Socialist Alternative 

(SAlt), Socialist Alliance (SA) and Solidarity (Sol). It 

should be noted that the Communist Party of 

Australia (CPA) backed the war on Libya, but 

appears to have corrected its error with regard to 

Syria. SAlt, SA and Sol have certainly not recognised 

their error on Libya, and have in fact deepened the 

error in the case of Syria. What this has meant in 

practice is that they have effectively maintained a 

pro-war, anti-refugee position for the last four and 

a half years. Now, with perished refugees washing 

up on the shores of Europe, these left parties are 

again, perhaps unwittingly, doing the bidding of the 

imperialist powers they claim to oppose. Western 

government leaders, from Germany’s Angela 

Merkel to Australia’s Tony Abbott (backed by the 

ALP, the Greens and GetUp!), are now saying they 

will accept Syrian refugees. This justifies their 

agenda of regime change in Syria. If we should give 

shelter to Syrian refugees, surely we should finish 

the job by bombing Syria back to the stone age? 

Moreover, as Syrians flee for their lives to safety, 

Syria itself is drained of its populace, lessening its 

defences, which prepares the victory of the 

genocidal ISIS, Al-Qaeda, Al-Nusra, Ahrar Al-Sham, 

the “Free Syrian Army” and the like – who are in 

effect outsourced US government contractors.  

Alas, the influence of mistaken left parties over 

bodies such as the Refugee Action Collective, has 

led to large sections of the refugee rights 

movement effectively backing, rather than 

opposing, US led wars. And these are the very wars 

which have created the catastrophic situation 

refugees now face. 

Working people and their supporters should of 

course welcome refugees to Australia, Syrians 

included. However, to call for the welcoming of 

Syrian refugees, without at the same time launching 

a vigorous defence of the right of the Syrian 

government not to be overthrown by Western 

employed mercenaries, is to side with world 

imperialism against the working and oppressed 

people of the world. We also have a duty to call for 

the Australian troops, and Australian military 

hardware, to be immediately withdrawn from Iraq 

and Syria. We need to take this demand not only 

amongst the people, but crucially into the Unions. 

Workers’ opposition is what has more power than 

any moral force – just look at the anti-war 

movement in 2003. It mobilised the largest number 

of people in history and yet was unable to raise a 

serious challenge to the warmongers.  Working 

people have a right to a world without war. 

Unfortunately, the dire economic crisis afflicting the 

capitalist economies worldwide is driving us to the 

edge. What is required is the mobilisation of 

workers in their own interests by opposing 

capitalism’s drive to war, the victimisation of 

refugees and for a world worth living in. 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Above: Placard linking the US led wars from Iraq and 

Afghanistan to the wars on Libya and Syria, and the 

ongoing threats against Iran. In 2014, the US Congress 

authorised $500 million dollars for the training of  

selected “moderate” elements of the Syrian 

“opposition” who would allegedly protect Syrian 

civilians from attacks from the Islamic State in Iraq and 

the Levant (ISIL). There is no way of distinguishing 

“appropriately vetted” elements of the Syrian 

“opposition” from the likes of ISIS and Al-Qaeda itself.    

From www.yournewsline.wordpress.com 
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NO TO WAR!  

SHUT DOWN THE US BASES!  

DEFEND RED CHINA! 

(The following is the text of a leaflet distributed by the Marxist-Leninist Group (MLG) in response to the US led 

provocations against China in the South China Sea) 

 

 

Above: Map showing the activities of various countries on island and reefs in the South China Sea. Predominant are 

Vietnamese flags, followed by the Philippines, Taiwan and Malaysia. Chinese flags are in a small minority. On May 13, US 

Assistant Sectrary of Defense, David Shear, said to the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee “Vietnam has 48 outposts; 

the Philippines 8, China 8, Malaysia 5 and Taiwan 1”.1 Yet almost all we hear is about Chinese aggression!  
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12-07-15 – Eight. That was the number of warnings 

given to US P8-A Poseidon surveillance aircraft by 

the Chinese Navy as it provocatively flew through 

the South China Sea on May 20, 2015.2 The US plane 

had on board a CNN reporter who was able to 

record the alleged Chinese “aggression” in the area 

in order to better help Washington make the case 

for war against the People’s Republic. The notion of 

of the Chinese state being increasingly “assertive” 

in the region is a flagrant absurdity, which turns 

reality on its head. For years, it has been the US 

which has been the bellicose aggressor, relentlessly 

goading China into reacting militarily, which would 

then “justify” a US response. China has shown 

incredible restraint to what would be simply 

unacceptable behaviour if anyone other than the US 

engaged in it. We need scarcely imagine what the 

response from the US and their allies would be if 

the Chinese were flying spy planes up and down the 

east coast of the US mainland. Yet the US, in its self-

appointed role of global cop, arrogates to itself the 

“right” to patrol any patch of the globe, at any time.  

  

Washington’s reckless and criminal war provoca-

tions are echoed by Canberra, which in turn has 

linked in with Tokyo against China, the world’s 

largest and most powerful socialist state. Driving 

the US “pivot to Asia”, with its increasingly shrill war 

threats, is none other than the dire recession 

afflicting the capitalist world, particularly in the US, 

Europe, Australia and Japan. The five remaining 

socialist states – China, Vietnam, DPRK (North 

Korea), Laos and Cuba – have been relatively 

unaffected by the capitalist economic crisis 

devastating the West. China, with its massive size, 

has even been able to drive some economic growth 

amongst its trading partners, or in the case of 

Australia, almost single-handedly prevent it from a 

generalised economic collapse. The spectacular 

economic success of the People’s Republic of China 

demonstrates the superiority of socialism over 

capitalism, as did the Soviet Union during the 1930s 

while the West was in the midst of the Great 

Depression. Yet many are confused over the nature 

of China’s economy and politics. Some who are 

simply unable to attribute economic success to 

socialism react by labelling China as “capitalist”, or 

having “restored capitalism”. The first query of why 

China is not now in recession if its economy is 

“capitalist” doesn’t appear to have dawned on 

them. This question is a huge one to address, and 

needs to be discussed. For now, we will simply point 

to China’s 10% GDP growth rate for the last thirty 

years – “down” to around 7.5% now – and the 

instance of workers in China leaving some jobs in 

search of higher wage increases than the ones they 

are receiving!3 Needless to say, an economy where 

often employers struggle to pay their workers 

enough to convince them to stay in the job, does 

not sound very “capitalist” at all.  

  

 

  

 
  

 

  

Above: A protest by nationalist Philippinos outside 

the Chinese consulate in Manila. The Philippines, 

at the urging of Washington, is provoking China by 

claiming territory in the South China Sea. The pro-

US Philippines government is being used by its 

former colonialist power.  Photo by 

www.ejinsight.com 08-07-2015 
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Unfortunately, some Australian left parties  square 

the circle by claiming just that, absolving 

themselves of  the duty to defend a revolution 

which finally overturned capitalism in 1949. 

Unconsciously, such left parties are carrying the can 

for the very ruling class they claim to oppose. Their  

hostility to Red China is not what workers in 

Australia can afford to engage, especially given the 

very real threat of war against China being launched 

from Australian soil. Recently, scrambling denials by 

the Australian government that the US plans to 

station B1 bombers in Australia4 have merely 

confirmed that in fact, US war plans against the 

People’s Republic are currently at an advanced 

stage. The US already has 2500 troops stationed in 

Darwin, and the forthcoming “Talisman Sabre” war 

games off the coast of central Queensland will for 

the first time involve Japan and New Zealand. These 

war games are literally a dry run for strikes against 

China, using the fig leaf of a coalition, in much the 

same way as the “Coalition of the Willing” which 

invaded and destroyed Iraq in 2003. Workers 

internationally have a vital interest in not only 

preventing an imperialist war against China (which 

could easily morph into a world war) but also in 

overturning the very source of war in our time – the 

system of private production for private profit. 

 Revelations released by whistle-blower Edward 

Snowden have brought to light the massive spying 

powers of the “Five Eyes” alliance and their 

respective intelligence agencies – US (National 

Security Agency – NSA), UK (Government 

Communications Headquarters – GCHQ), Canada 

(Communications Security Establishment Canada – 

CSEC), Australia (Australian Signals Directorate – 

ASD) and New Zealand (Government Security 

Communications Bureau – GSCB).5 Operating in 

secrecy from the public of all five nations, these 

agencies carry out unlimited interception of 

communications with the aim of suppressing any 

dissent to the aims of US imperialism. This does not 

mean that the US and its allies are targeting 

“terrorists” – far from it. These arms of imperialism 

are using their own state terror to wipe out any 

domestic opposition to their war agenda from 

“their own” working classes, as well as working 

toward the undermining and/or overthrow of any 

state, socialist or not, which attempts to chart a 

course independent of the US empire. It also means 

that secretive US bases such as Pine Gap can and 

are being used both to spy on all communications of 

Australian (and indeed global) citizens – from fax 

right through to email. In addition US spy bases 

such as Pine Gap are reportedly being used to direct 

drone attacks wherever the US desires. Most 

recently, this has been used against the anti-

imperialist Houthi rebellion in Yemen, assisting the 

Saudi/Israeli war against what they claim is an 

Iranian ally.6 

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

  

Recently, Australian workers were subject to an 

orgy of nationalism in relation to the centenary of 

the Anzac landing at Gallipoli in 1915. These 

Emancipate workers from  

the chains of capital! 
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maudlin commemorations were not just to 

remember the fallen, if they ever were. One of the 

principal reasons for the reanimation of the Anzac 

mythology at this particular time is to once again 

psychologically prepare the masses for another war 

– most likely in this region against China. It was, and 

is, the organised misuse of history to rally workers 

behind, or at least not to question – US imperialist 

rampages across the planet. As ever, Canberra will 

be a willing participant in such atrocities. The 

sacking of SBS journalist Scott McIntyre for tweeting 

comments questioning Australia’s sordid history in 

wars for the British empire7, was a sharp warning 

that ANY anti-war sentiment in the current period 

will be harshly dealt with. The Australian ruling class 

is prepared for any course of action in its drive to 

restore the rate of profit for the billionaire class, 

even if this means backing yet more US led wars of 

slaughter – in Libya, Syria, Ukraine…or China. 

 Recognising this, some within the progressive 

movements call for an “independent” Australian 

foreign policy, assuming that such independence 

will result in the Australian government upholding 

“peaceful” international values. We sympathise 

with the sentiment behind such a view, and indeed 

join with their calls for the closing down of US bases 

and spy installations on Australian soil. However, 

we must emphasise that “Australia” already is 

“independent” in foreign policy and much else. The 

Australian ruling class willingly allies itself closely to 

the US ruling class, seeing its interests as best being 

served being a “deputy sherriff”. There is no arm 

twisting by the US or any other imperialist power, 

and no subjugation of “Australia”. As unpalatable as 

it may be to accept, the Australian ruling class is 

every ounce as reactionary as the US empire it 

serves, and divesting itself from the US, even if it 

did occur, will not change its political outlook. The 

reactionary pro-war politics of the Australian ruling 

class, whether it is lead in the charade of the 

national parliament by a red or blue (or green) 

team, stems from its defence of world capitalism, 

which in this period of dire recession, drives it to 

wage reckless wars against millions of innocents.  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

In this respect, the only “independence” worth 

striving for is the independence of labour from 

capital. In international terms, this comes about 

through breaking the chains of imperialism, from 

removing your nation from the world capitalist 

system. The five socialist states, through various 

roads, have achieved independence by 

overthrowing capitalist rule, and embarking on the 

road to socialism. As many former colonial 

countries have found, political independence while 

remaining within the bounds of world capitalism in 

practice often falls well short of sovereignty. Iraq, 

Libya and Syria can attest to this fact, having been 

Above: The logo of the Independent and Peaceful  

Australia Network, or IPAN.  IPAN correctly calls for the 

withdrawal of US troops from Australian soil and the 

shutdown of US bases, and warns against a possible 

confrontation and/or war with China. It is one of the few 

organisations to do so, and in some ways places itself 

ahead of some ostensibly  socialist organisations. 

However, it appears to be of the view that “Australia” 

can have a foreign policy which is independent of US led 

imperialism. In fact, the Australian ruling class has its 

own imperialist interests, and willingly hitches itself to 

the United States in order to achieve them.  The interests 

of Australian workers can scarcely be defended while 

they align themselves to “their own” rulers.  Image from 

www.ipan.org.au 
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almost destroyed by US led imperialist war over the 

last ten years.  

The People’s Republic of China has every right to 

defend itself against the baleful and menacing 

provocations by the US in the South China Sea, up 

to and including the building of airstrips and bases 

on reefs and atolls. In any case, Vietnam, Malaysia 

and the Philippines are doing exactly the same 

thing! Unfortunately in this battle, the nationalist 

administration of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam 

is allying with the very imperialist power that 

murdered at least 3 million of its citizens during the 

60s and 70s, against China. Rather, the socialist 

states should be allying with themselves against the 

US for mutual protection and benefit. Nonetheless, 

workers here and in the Asia-Pacific need to rally in 

defence of Red China, and not just because of an 

opposition to war, as important as that is. Workers 

also need to rally in defence of Red China because 

they enjoy what we need to begin to avoid the 

worst depredations of capitalist decline – a socialist 

state. Only by the workers seizing and holding state 

power here in Australia and throughout the region 

can we put in place measures which can lead to the 

end of unemployment, poverty, racism and indeed 

war itself. We are under no illusions that this is an 

easy path. Yet our road to socialism will be made 

much easier by allying ourselves with the workers 

in our region who, through incredible mass 

sacrifice, have already attained state power. 

Workers here need to align ourselves with the 

socialist states of China, the DPRK, Vietnam (despite 

the currently wrong position of its leadership) and 

Laos, against the imperialist alliance of the US, 

Australia, Japan, New Zealand AND US vassal states 

like the Philippines and Taiwan. A war between the 

US and China is ultimately a war of capitalism 

versus socialism. Workers must ensure that we are 

on the socialist side in this battle.  

The US “pivot to Asia” is code for war against China. 

The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), is one aspect of 

the war, the military encirclement and goading of 

China in the South China Sea is another aspect, the 

funding of parts of the Uyghur movement in the 

east of China is another, as is the political backing of 

the pro-capitalist “Umbrella Revolution” in Hong 

Kong and the feudalist “free Tibet” movement. 

Workers have an interest in steadfastly opposing all 

attempts by the US and its allies to undermine or 

overthrow the People’s Republic of China – and not 

just to avoid a potential world war. Workers should 

defend Red China in order to make the leap 

towards socialism here an easier task. For it is only 

with the triumph of socialism will “peace” and 

“independence” become a reality. 

1. http://thediplomat.com/2015/06/who-is-the-biggest-
aggressor-in-the-south-china-sea/ 

2. http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3090728/China-
navy-warns-U-S-spy-plane-disputed-South-China-Sea-
CNN.html  

3. http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/2/496c9daa-3afc-11e2-bb32-
00144feabdc0.html#axzz3dssa5peY  

4. http://www.theguardian.com/australia-
news/2015/may/15/tony-abbott-says-us-defence-
official-misspoke-on-b-1-bombers-in-australia  

5. http://www.giswatch.org/en/communications-
surveillance/unmasking-five-eyes-global-surveillance-
practices  

6. https://independentaustralia.net/politics/politics-
display/massive-pine-gap-expansion-snowden-
leak,7842  

7.  http://www.news.com.au/finance/work/scott-      

mcintyre-will-sue-sbs-for-discrimination-over-anzac-

tweets/story-e6frfm9r-1227358882683  

              

                  MLG 

http://www.news.com.au/finance/work/scott-
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MOBILISE WORKERS TO WIN A LIVING 

WAGE! FOR A WORKERS REPUBLIC!  

(The following is the text of a leaflet distributed by the Marxist-Leninist Group (MLG) at the National Welfare 

March, organised by March Australia) 

 

 

 Above: Graphic showing the prevalence of those living below the poverty line in Australia, based on 2013 figures 

12-07-15 – Even a cursory glance at the figures 

show shocking stats for Australia, which are getting 

worse. Inequality is growing fast, with many 

amongst the working class “dropping off the edge”. 

A large factor behind the growing inequality is 

unemployment, which now stands at a 12 year high. 

The official figure of 6.4%1, however, is widely 

suspected to be understated, and closer to triple 

6.4 in reality. Anyone with one hour of work per 

week is regarded as “employed”. There are around 

1 million unemployed, with youth unemployment 

(15 to 24 year olds) at 14%, but 20% in some 

regions.2 In times past, Australia’s “welfare state” 

would have catered for at least the basics for those 

without work. But those halcyon days, at least in 

the view of social democrats, are long gone and 

have been replaced by a punitive and ever 

increasingly repressive state towards all workers, 

but especially those reliant on some form of social 

security, either through age, disability or illness. 

  

As many who receive the below the poverty line 

social security payments will tell you, Centrelink 

policies often result in the treating a welfare 
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recipients as criminals, taking something which is 

not theirs. This is especially the case for the 

unemployed, but it also metes out similar 

treatment to single parents, who have suffered 

drastic cuts to their income. Demeaning “Work for 

the Dole” programs stigmatise and label, but almost 

never create desperately needed jobs. More often 

they create a situation of slave labour. And try 

calling Centrelink for assistance – you will likely be 

waiting on the phone for half an hour or more. 

Around a quarter of all phone calls made to 

Centrelink in the year 2014 were simply not 

answered, according to a report by the Australian 

National Audit Office.3 Centrelink is continually 

destaffed and defunded, and is thus not able to 

provide decent service.  

  

The privatisation of the former Department of 

Social Services has led to massive corruption, as 

revealed by the ABC 4 Corners program on the 23rd 

of February 2015. Unemployed citizens have 

become a commodity which are used by the 

privatised job agencies to fraudulently claim 

government funding for finding a job seeker a job, 

regardless of whether it has actually taken place. 

One anonymous job agency whistle-blower 

estimated that around 80% of claims by job 

agencies for government funding involve some level 

of falsity.4 What is more, job agencies are inching 

closer to having the power to breach welfare 

recipients if they, for example, do not turn up for an 

interview – which is unlikely to help in any case. If 

the private sector is able to suspend government 

supplied welfare payments to citizens, a new stage 

of corporate/government integration has been 

reached. 

Young people in Australia today (those born after 

1990), have virtually never known anything but 

government cuts to public and social spending, and 

the resultant increase in the cost of living being 

passed on to working people. People of previous 

generations often hark back to the post war and 

succeeding decades, when unemployment was very 

low, and a decent social security safety net was 

maintained. Public healthcare and education was 

generally provided, as was a measure of public 

transport and roads without tolls. Housing was 

affordable, and one wage was enough to raise a 

family. Many believed that this was “Australia”, 

where a “mixed economy” operated, which ensured 

a more or less egalitarian society. The virtual 

abolition of all these measures and more in the last 

thirty years has many yearning for a return to the 

“good old days”. Yet it should be clear now, that the 

high point of social democracy, or the “welfare 

state”, is never returning, and can’t be brought back 

even by those who believe in its ideals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Global capitalism is simply at another stage to what 

it was during the salad days of the “welfare state”. 

The conditions which allowed for post-war social 

democracy to “shine” included: the recent 

Above: Cartoon by Nicholson satirises the “poverty 

professionals” who earn a very comfortable living by 

continually analysing why poverty exists. For those in 

poverty, the reasons are clear enough  - scarce or non-

existent jobs for those who need them, insecure work 

for many who have them, and wages being driven 

down to a minimum by a capitalist system in an 

ongoing, or now seemingly permanent crisis. 

www.thinkaboutit.eu 
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destruction of physical capital and working class 

human beings from World War II, which opens 

avenues for reconstruction and hence labour 

shortages; the immense military victory of the 

Soviet Union (USSR) over fascist Germany which led 

to the extension of the socialist bloc, providing a 

counterweight to US led imperialism. The ruling 

classes of the West also wanted to prevent “their 

own” working class from looking to the socialist 

bloc with its guaranteed employment and provided 

education and healthcare. Hence it launched the 

vicious Cold War against the USSR on the one hand, 

while delivering substantial welfare for the workers 

over which it ruled. Without conditions such as 

these, the post war “welfare state”, as was 

experienced in Australia, could not have come to 

fruition.  

 If there is one stark example which demonstrates 

above all that a “welfare state” in today’s capitalist 

economy cannot return, we need only glance at 

Greece. After years of unbearable austerity 

imposed on Greek workers by the “Troika” ( the 

International Monetary Fund, the European Central 

Bank and the European Commission), the “left-

wing” SYRIZA party – in reality a social democratic 

front - was elected on January 25 this year. Within 

hours of being elected it formed government with 

the ultra-right wing Independent Greeks. It has 

spent every day since back flipping on its bombastic 

claims that it was against austerity. It refused to 

break with the European Union, NATO, and even 

the Troika itself. It has been withdrawing public 

money from schools and pensions to pay the IMF. 

This is in a context where there is 25% 

unemployment, and yet still it implores the Greek 

workers to back it – while enduring more austerity. 

At the same time, SYRIZA fails to mobilise its 

members against the threat of the fascist Golden 

Dawn, which is now the third largest party in 

parliament. A “government of the left”, of which 

SYRIZA is the classic example, remains a capitalist 

government overseeing a capitalist state which runs 

a capitalist economy. And capitalism in 2015 is in 

dire economic crisis – it cannot and is not able to 

deliver welfare, let alone jobs, to the workers it 

subjugates. This is the case whether there is a right 

wing conservative government, such as the Abbott 

Liberal gang in Australia, or a “left wing” 

government such as the Tsipras/Varoufakis led 

SYRIZA in Greece. 

  

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

The class betrayal of SYRIZA was typified by its 

pledge to raise the aged pension eligibility to 67 

years, as demanded by the Troika. Believe it or not, 

this pension eligibility age is still less than what it 

has been raised to in Australia. The Labor Party 

raised it to 67, and the Liberal Party raised it to 70. 

This means that Australia now has the highest 

pension age in the world.5  By comparison, Russia 

has a retirement age of 60, as do the socialist states 

Above: Italian magazine Panorama depicts SYRIZA 

leaders Alexis Tsipras and Yanis Varoufakis as clowns. 

The headline reads “The tragedy of Athens turns into 

farce”. The magazine was referring to the July 

referendum, but the suffering of the Greek workers 

continues unabated, with pensioners especially 

unable to cover the cost of living. The experience of 

the SYRIZA “government of the left” put paid, once 

again, to the social-democratic aim of attempting to 

reform capitalism. Image from 

www.greeknewsnetwork.com 
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of China, Vietnam and the DPRK (and women in the 

DPRK can retire at 55). Australian rulers are more or 

less implying that workers should die before 

claiming the pension. This abominable situation has 

come into being with barely a peep from the 

leaders of the Union movement – a movement 

which 35 years ago was one of the strongest in the 

world. Today, Australia’s Union leaders, with barely 

a few exceptions, have refused to defend even basic 

living standards for Australian workers. In 

Queensland, the treachery of the leadership of the 

public sector Unions meant that not one minute of 

industrial action was organised against the then LNP 

government’s moves to terminate the employment 

of up to 25 000 workers in 2012. Workers are still 

paying for this through high unemployment and an 

ever increasing lack of services.  

 

This inexcusable inaction, in the face of the largest 

assault on workers in more than 100 years, has led 

many workers to believe that “nothing can be 

done”. Yet this sentiment can be turned around IF 

workers and those with some experience in the left 

and Union movements, act to give a lead. Some left 

parties and other progressive organisations have 

links with some Union leaders, and mistakenly 

believe that these relationships must be maintained 

at all cost. On the contrary, cosy relationships with 

sell-out Union leaders ultimately will have to be 

broken if workers in this country are to overcome 

the current impasse. Workers and the left cannot 

continue to be dogsbodies for Union misleaders 

who in turn ultimately serve the ALP. Endless 

appeals to the government or to the ALP or to the 

Greens to “do something” have got us nowhere – 

we have tried this for decades with essentially no 

result. What is needed is for the Union movement 

to independently wage a struggle for demands 

which are in the immediate interests of working 

people. This requires a struggle to replace the 

current treasonous leadership of the Unions with a 

pro-working class political leadership. Current 

Union officials can either join with such a 

movement, or be removed by mobilised workers. 

The most class conscious and politicised workers 

emanating from such a struggle can then form the 

basis for what will be required to lead workers 

through a dangerous international political situation 

– a revolutionary vanguard party. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Workers and their supporters here should be 

aware that the full spectrum of open attacks by the 

ruling classes on living conditions are only occurring 

in the world’s capitalist states – particularly Greece 

and Spain, but all of Europe, the United States, 

Japan and Australia. Workers in the five remaining 

socialist states, on the other hand, are not facing 

what we know as “austerity”. Working people in 

China, Vietnam, the DPRK, Laos and Cuba have 

relatively stable working and living conditions, as a 

Above: Graphic from AustralianUnions, organising a 

doorknock of marginal Federal electoral seats in 

Tasmania in September 2015. Union members and 

supporters were urged to “join the fight for our living 

standards” and “build a better future” – by effectively 

door knocking for the Australian Labor Party (ALP) !! 

The ALP, no less than the Liberal Party, has led the 

assault on living standards of working people, and on 

those on welfare as a flow on. Union leaderships need 

to organise workers in their workplaces, in order to 

begin a fightback, rather than campaign for the very 

system which has driven workers and those without 

work into a precarious state. Workers are willing to 

fight, but what is missing is a leadership which  is 

willing to struggle for the class interests of workers. 

Image from www.australianunions.org.au 
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result of their respective successful workers’ 

revolutions having removed them from the world 

capitalist economy. While in some areas living and 

working conditions in the socialist states still have 

some way to go, they do not face universally hostile 

state repression, either in the workplace or in 

society generally. This is why, however distorted 

these socialist states are from the “ideal” – even if 

an “ideal” was even possible – workers here need 

to defend these states against threats from internal 

and external counterrevolution, as part of the 

struggle for workers’ revolution on these shores. 

Ultimate protection and immunity from capitalist 

imposed “austerity” can only be ended by the 

successful establishment of an Australian workers’ 

republic, which can then play a role in the 

international extension of socialism. 

In the meantime, workers and their allies need to 

raise and fight for demands which, if achieved, can 

both alleviate immediate suffering AND help 

assemble the political leadership so desperately 

required. Such demands could include: 

 PERMANENT JOBS FOR ALL WORKERS! 

 A 35 HOUR WEEK WITH NO LOSS IN PAY! 

 A MINIMUM WAGE FOR ALL THOSE UNABLE TO 

WORK! 

 RETIREMENT AT 60 WITH FULL BENEFITS! 

 FULLY PROVIDED HEALTH CARE AND EDUCATION! 

A LIVABLE HOUSE FOR ALL CITIZENS 

If the rulers and their lackeys claim that the system 

cannot allow these demands to be met, we reply 

that we will move towards replacing your system 

with a system that will. For a workers’ republic! 

1.http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-02-12/unemployment-
data-january-abs-jobs/6088070 
  
2.http://www.probonoaustralia.com.au/news/2015/03/youth
-unemployment-rising# 
  
3. http://www.canberratimes.com.au/national/public-
service/centrelink-leaves-26-million-calls-unanswered-
20150520-gh5iow.html 
  

4. http://www.abc.net.au/4corners/ 

stories/2015/02/23/4183437.htm  

  
5. http://www.news.com.au/finance/australias-official-
retirement-age-of-70-highest-in-the-world/story-e6frfm1i-
1226903204989  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

HANDS OFF THE DPRK! 

  

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Above: Poster celebrating 70 years of the founding 

of the Korean Workers Party. Despite over 60 

years of unrelenting hostility from US imperialism, 

the DPRK (North Korea) has managed to establish 

a socialist state which guarantees it’s citizens full 

employment, provided health care, education and 

housing. Photo from DPRK Music Channel. 

 Solidarity with the DPRK is vitally important for 

workers in the Asia-Pacific, and indeed the world 

over. Despite the ongoing barrage of anti-DPRK 

corporate propaganda, the DPRK continues to be a 

socialist state which provides universal 

employment, health care, education and housing 

for all its citizens.  

To get involved in DPRK solidarity work, contact 

the Australia-DPRK Friendship and Cultural 

Society. Visit:  

www.australia-dprk.org 
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FOR UNION LED ACTION TO CLOSE ALL 

DETENTION CENTRES! 

 (The following is the text of a leaflet distributed by the Marxist-Leninist Group (MLG) at a refugee rights rally on June 20 

2015) 

 

Above: Photo from the ABC. It shows an aerial shot of the detention centre on Manus Island, an island on the northern 

side of Papua New Guinea.  

20-06-15 – The Australian Federal Government’s 

abuse of refugees and asylum seekers has long 

made Australia a pariah state. Recently, the 

Australian Government was shown up by the US 

government, when it made an offer to take in some 

of the up to 8000 Rohingyan and Bangaldeshi 

refugees cast adrift in their search for safe country 

to live. PM Tony Abbott refused to even assist the 

refugees who were enduing dangerous conditions 

at sea. When the government overseeing the US 

empire – the most bloodthirsty and rapacious in 

history – shows more elementary human decency 

than Australia’s, it’s really saying something. 

Whistle blowing former G4S guard Steve Kilburn, in 

a testimony to an inquiry into the operation of the 

Manus Island detention centre, revealed once again 

the unbearable conditions for refugees. He 

described Foxtrot Compound on Manus Island as 

being a concrete box, with 160 people penned 

inside. No wind or air can get in due to mesh G4S 

have erected to stop media photographing the 

refugees. He described the fact that the refugees 

have to ask guards for everything they need, which 

anyone would find “incredibly demoralising”. 

Amnesty International, in a report it conducted 

after a visit to the Nauru detention centres, 

described conditions which produced appalling 

levels of mental health problems. The refugees are 

“housed” in army tents, with no privacy at all, in 

heat that reaches 40 degrees along with humidity of 

80%. In rain, the tents quickly flood. Many refugees 

cannot sleep at night, either because of the heat, or 

the fact that many others are crying in depression 

and anguish at their plight – something which leads 

to even more distress. Yet there is more. On the 4th 

of June, the New Matilda website reported on the 

passing of The Australian Border Force Bill, which 

passed in the Federal Parliament with the support 
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of the Labor and Liberal parties. The legislation 

imposes a two year jail sentence for any 

Departmental employee, or any employee of any 

contractors, who publicly disclose information 

about the detention centres. In short, there is now 

a situation where innocent human beings are being 

tortured and abused in Australian run concentration 

camps, and any staff or doctors who work there are 

threatened with jail if they reveal what they see.  

 Many activists have toiled for 15 years or more, 

raising awareness about the horrific plight facing 

those seeking safe living conditions in Australia. 

Thousands upon thousands have attended rallies, 

meetings, and built campaigns in an effort to 

overturn the grossly inhumane actions of both 

Labor and Liberal governments over that time. 

Despite some small victories over that time, overall 

the situation has not changed, and in some ways 

has become worse. Instead of being mistreated and 

abused on Australian soil, refugees and asylum 

seekers are now mistreated and abused in hell 

holes across the Pacific. We would suggest the 

refugee rights movement needs to take stock. The 

strategies used so far have won some small gains, 

but overall we are back to where we started from.  

 Large sections of the refugee rights movement 

have focused on the inhumane treatment meted 

out to refugees, and have appealed for more 

humanity. Undeniably, revulsion at inhuman 

treatment of innocents can be a strong motivating 

factor impelling all those to campaign for refugee 

rights. Yet we would suggest that focusing large 

elements of the campaign on the issue of what 

could be described as “human rights” decisively 

limits what can be achieved, and cannot achieve the 

stated aim of the abolition of mandatory detention. 

Perhaps the main reason why the Australian 

government abuses the human rights of those 

seeking asylum here is to divide the working class, 

using ultra-nationalism, to distract them from the 

very real economic problems caused by the system 

they uphold – the accumulation of private profit for 

private gain, or capitalism. The Australian ruling 

class, perhaps more so than any other, are the most 

keenly aware that as dramatic inequality worsens, 

workers will need to be kept in a perpetual “war of 

all against all” in order to prevent them from 

uniting against their own rulers. Nationalism – the 

idea that your nation is in effect superior to all 

others, is a key tool which is reinforced in a myriad 

of ways. It is used with devastating effect by the 

Australian ruling class with respect to refugees. 

  

 

 

  

 

This is one reason we suggest that appealing to the 

humanity of all Australians, or appealing to the 

humanity of the Australian government, in the end 

falls on deaf ears. It has motivated the most 

politically aware to protest, certainly. But it has not 

yet motivated Australian workers to take action, or 

to pressure their Unions, for decisive action. 

Workers in general certainly do want human beings 

treated justly, and they are against the Australian 

government, or “Australia” being seen in an 

extremely poor light internationally. Yet the refugee 

rights movement, nor the Union movement, have 

scarcely  made the argument that it is ultimately in 

their interest as workers to take action in defence 

Above: Tents for “accommodation” for refugees on 

Nauru. The climate in Nauru is usually very hot, 

with minimal rain. When it does rain, it pours, 

quickly causing flooding. Photo from 

www.abc.net.au 
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of refugees and asylum seekers. Workers in general 

are certainly not heartless or uncaring. Yet workers 

are practical people. While many, if not most, of 

them do not wish the abhorrent treatment of 

refugees to continue, they have to ensure that, for 

one thing, they remain in employment (for those 

that have work). Workers have expensive rents or 

mortgages to pay, and families to feed, in a context 

where the cost of living is relentlessly increasing. It 

is not that they “don’t care” – it’s more that they 

fear taking a stand for refugees may jeopardise 

their generally insecure working conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Workers are also aware that society seems to be 

going backwards, back to times before basic 

working and living standards were fought for and 

won. Especially since the “global” financial crisis hit 

in 2008, workers see all governments, whether 

Labor, Liberal, Liberal-National coalition or a Labor-

Greens coalition, slashing public spending in 

virtually every area, privatising previously state 

owned assets and services, cutting jobs, wages and 

conditions for public sector workers, extending the 

retirement age to 70, and privatising more public 

space, to name a few. They also see poverty and 

homelessness increasing, and endless wars being 

waged overseas. In the absence of a strong labour 

movement, and a corresponding workers party, it is 

understandable that some workers think it best to 

“keep their heads down”. Despite this, workers 

would be willing to launch a fightback, and at the 

same time fight for the rights of all workers 

including refugees, given the right lead. Yet this is 

often where the labour movement, and other 

movements in its train, such as the refugee rights 

movement, comes to grief.  

 To our knowledge, not one Union leader or Union 

in this country has taken a strong stand in defence 

of refugees seriously once over the last 15 years, to 

say nothing of actually attempting to mobilise 

workers in defence of refugees. Refugee rights 

activists, who have toiled wilfully for many years 

virtually without assistance from the Union 

movement, have no doubt pondered on this very 

question. We suggest that in relation  to the 

refugee rights issue, sell out Union officials do not 

challenge, or in fact themselves foster, the ultra-

nationalism of Tony Abbott and Bill Shorten. It is 

primarily the nationalist card which politicians play 

to deflect political anger over the rapidly 

deteriorating living and working conditions – 

conditions which are being torn asunder by the 

economic crisis of the capitalist system. Despite the 

economic crisis, Union officials maintain their over-

paid positions IF they can deter workers away from 

targeting the real source of their insecurity. And it is 

under the shroud of nationalism, the idea that “we 

are all in this together” – (workers and employees!) 

– invariably is the easiest ruse to sell. “Australians” 

are then all united – except the abuse of refugees 

continues, and the ability of workers to fight back 

against job cuts and declining safety on the job slips 

further and further. 

Above: Activists carry out a banner drop at the 

Australian Open tennis tournament in support of 

refugees and calling for the closure of the Manus 

Island detention centre. Due largely to the absence 

of the trade unions from the struggle for refugee 

rights, activists resort to publicity grabbing actions. 

While helpful in themselves, such actions would 

augment a refugee rights movement which aimed to 

mobilise workers. Photo from www.smh.com.au 
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 The nationalism of the peak Union leaderships has 

its corollary in their acquiescence to the vicious and 

criminal imperialist wars being waged by the US 

empire, with the backing and/or participation of 

Canberra. Such wars inevitably generate thousands 

more refugees than would otherwise be the case. 

The Australian government, along with Labor and 

the Greens, backed the NATO destruction of Libya 

in 2011, leading directly to the current flood of 

thousands of Libyans and other Africans fleeing in 

their thousands on boats in an attempt to make 

Europe. Unfortunately, they were joined in support 

for this war by some left parties here, which also 

play a prominent role in the Refugee Action 

Collective. 

 The same left parties also joined with the 

parliamentary parties in backing the atrocious 

imperialist proxy war against the secular Syrian 

state, which has been ongoing since 2011. All 

jihadist groups fighting against the Syrian 

government are armed, funded, and often trained 

by Washington, Paris, London, Tel Aviv, Riyadh, 

Istanbul and other Gulf Monarchies. These NATO 

backed jihadists form many different groups, from 

the “Free Syrian Army” to Al Qaeda to ISIS to Al-

Nusra and others, but all compete for the arms 

being trucked in by the Western powers, and all 

have the same aim – the overthrow of Syria. A side 

aim is to install an even more pliant pro-US regime 

in Iraq, which appears to be taking the fake “war 

against ISIS” too seriously. The Syrian Arab Army 

(SAA) is waging a heroic effort against this Western 

imperialist onslaught, but refugees who are not 

able to secure SAA protection have to flee for their 

lives.  Our Trade Unions here have been a silent as a 

doormouse with regard to this refugee creating 

war, despite PM Abbott dispatching 1000 Australian 

troops. 

Union leaders and other left parties trailing them 

have also remained silent, or tacitly supported 

Canberra in its support for the NATO installed 

fascist government in Kiev, the capital of Ukraine. 

Despite the coup being actively backed by Nazi 

paramilitaries, Tony Abbott and Bill Shorten have 

railed to its defence, despite its war against the 

anti-fascist resistance in the Donbass region in the 

East. Some Ukrainians who refuse to serve in the 

military for the US backed Kiev junta are in fact 

fleeing to Russia as refugees. While Abbott and 

Shorten rail against “Russia”, jingoist Australian 

nationalism was used to accuse the anti-fascist 

resistance of shooting down Malaysia Airlines flight 

MH17, without a shred of evidence.  

Further, the Australian ruling class has allied itself to 

Japan and the US while it recklessly provokes China 

over tiny islands and rocky outcrops in the South 

and East China Seas. The real aim is to cut off 

China’s supply sea lines through the area, in 

preparation for war against the People’s Republic. 

The US already has stationed 2500 marines in 

Darwin, and recent revelations of B1 bombers being 

housed in Australia made headlines, despite official 

denials from the government. Preparations for war 

against China are unfortunately well advanced, with 

many workers being unaware, or convinced that it 

can’t possibly happen. Yet the capitalist economies 

are in such dire recessionary circumstances, a war 

may be the only way out for their system. Needless 

to say, a war with China will create unimagined 

numbers of refugees. 
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That Australian nationalism is effectively being used 

to push for US backed war is one reason why other 

forms of nationalism are ineffective in trying to fight 

for humane treatment of refugees and asylum 

seekers. Attempting to work together with “our” 

politicians, “our” parties such as the ALP and the 

Greens, inevitably cedes the political ground to such 

forces. Also, appealing to the humanity of all – 

workers and capitalists, the “people” and sell out 

Union leaders themselves, while well-meaning, 

effectively ignores the real underlying reasons for 

the abuse of refugees and asylum seekers. Refugees 

are victims of a decaying capitalist economic and 

financial system. “Our” government and “our” 

political parties (Labor, Liberal, Greens, Nationals, 

Palmer United etc) are a part of that system. We 

would suggest that appealing to the humanity of 

such forces, who at the same time are preparing to 

push the world to war, is self-defeating, and is one 

reason why the refugee rights movement has to 

continually re-fight its struggles.  

 The torture and abuse of refugees, not to speak of 

the approach of potential war, is yet another 

indicator that the system of private production for 

private profit is no longer fit to rule the lives of 

workers internationally. This system needs to be 

supplanted by a system of public production for 

public benefit – socialism. The first step towards the 

overturn of the capitalist order involves nothing less 

than the seizure of political power by the working 

class, and the establishment of a workers’ republic. 

Key to this strategy is the formation and building of 

a revolutionary vanguard party, which seeks to lead 

all workers and the oppressed in a mighty struggle 

for liberation. Such a workers’ government will 

necessarily combat the reactionary nationalism 

which is used by capitalists and their governments 

to persecute refugees in their efforts to prop up 

their decaying system.  

As part of this struggle, the refugee rights 

movement now would do well to appeal to the 

interests workers have in stopping and reversing 

the relentless attacks on those seeking a safe place 

to live on these shores. Conservative Union leaders 

must be positioned, not appealed to, by the refugee 

rights movement and their own members so that 

they have no option but to lead a struggle for 

refugee rights. The refugee rights movement could, 

for example, raise such a demand as “Workers 

demand the closure of offshore detention!” This 

could place Union leaders in a dilemma – if they 

want to be seen as workers’ representatives, they 

must lead a struggle for refugee rights. If workers 

have the power to change the world, they certainly 

have the power to pressure Union misleaders.  

CLOSE THE DETENTION CENTRES! 

---------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

  

 

Page 35, bottom right: Refugee Rights protest in 

Broadmeadows, Victoria. Photo from www.flickr.com 
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RIMA FLIHAN: WANTED CRIMINAL 

FOR ANTI-WAR REFUGEE ACTION! 

 

  

 

 

(The following is the text of a leaflet distributed by 

the Marxist-Leninist Group at a rally called by the 

Refugee Action Collective on the 11th of October 

2015) 

11-10-2015 – When a refugee rights protest has a 

keynote speaker who expresses “no remorse” for 

the slaughter of 87 University students sitting an 

exam, you know something has gone terribly 

wrong. Unfortunately, such is the actuality of the 

“Stand Up for Refugees” action in Brisbane today. 

One of the speakers is one Rima Flihan, billed as a 

“Syrian human rights activist”. Far from it. Ms Flihan 

cares only about the human rights of NATO armed 

death squads which have been committing 

unspeakable atrocities across Syria for the last four 

years. The Syrian government has an outstanding 

warrant for her arrest, after collaborating with US 

and Saudi Arabian armed mercenaries attempting 

to overthrow the Syrian Arab Republic. Wanted 

criminals as “human rights activists” – you have got 

to be kidding. 

The reasons why the Syrian government had little 

option but to seek the arrest of Ms Flihan became 

obvious when she gave an interview to a Lebanese 

television station in January 2013, soon after a 

mercenary terrorist attack on the University of 

Aleppo, in which 87 students sitting exams, were 

slaughtered. Ms Flihan stated that she felt 

“absolutely no remorse” for the students, as they 

were “supporters of the regime”.1 Since fleeing Syria 

in September 2011 to avoid facing criminal charges, 

Ms Flihan has paraded around the world as a 

“political activist”. Such “activism” in her case, 

means being a part of virtually every body which 

claims to be a legitimate opposition in Syria, from 

the “Local Coordinating Committees” (which 

Above: Aftermath of the University of Aleppo terrorist attack of January 15, 2013, which killed 87 people, most of 

them students sitting exams. It was one of the worst atrocities committed by NATO armed mercenaries in Syria. In an 

interview, Rima Flihan stated she felt “absolutely no remorse” for the attack. Photo from the BBC.  
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included non-local expatriates!), to the “Syrian 

Opposition Council” to the “National Council of the 

Syrian Revolution and Opposition Forces”. All of 

these bodies have now vanished, and some have 

now been absorbed into the “Free Syrian Army” 

which has in turn absorbed itself into ISIS.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At fault is not the Refugee Action Collective – the 

organisers of today’s rally, per se. The Refugee 

Action Collective contains many honest and ethical 

people who are doing what they can to protest 

against both the Australian government’s horrific 

abuse of refugees and asylum seekers as well as 

against the US led wars which have created waves 

of refugees worldwide. Yet the Refugee Action 

Collective has become beholden to what has 

become known as the “Imperial Left” – leftist 

parties who, despite claims to “socialism” and 

“Marxism”, have nonetheless been the biggest 

backers of the imperialist wars waged first on Libya, 

and then on Syria. The Imperial Left has the 

greatest amount of influence in the Refugee Action 

Collective, and similar respective bodies around 

Australia. Such parties include Socialist Alternative, 

Socialist Alliance and Solidarity. Buying into the 

fanciful claims of Libyan and Syrian “revolutions”, 

such parties have performed yeoman’s service for 

the very imperialist powers they claim to oppose. In 

fact, so far have the imperial left gone in providing 

“left” cover for US led wars, they now virtually omit 

any mention of imperialism, or even claim that US 

imperialism is not the main enemy!  

 Imperialism can be succinctly described as “the 

expansionist policy of finance capital”. That is, 

where finance capital dominates, it must expand 

into other countries (i.e. through war) in order to 

seek an adequate rate of profit after the home 

market has been exhausted. And, with the capitalist 

economies worldwide in a state of deep recession, 

especially in Europe, the US, Japan and Australia, 

unprovoked wars against independent nations – or 

even those deemed to be not totally compliant - 

become ever more part of daily operation. 

However, there is resistance. Syria today is a 

laboratory for the imperialist versus anti-imperialist 

global blocs which have emerged. On the one hand, 

imperialism is represented by the United States, the 

United Kingdom, France, Germany (despite some 

differences with the others) and their allies Saudi 

Arabia, Israel, Turkey and other Gulf Monarchies. 

The anti-imperialist bloc is represented by Russia, 

China, Iran, Syria and their allies such as Belarus, 

the DPRK, Cuba and Zimbabwe. The anti-imperialist 

bloc contains some socialist states – China, the 

DPRK, Cuba – and some capitalist states – Russia 

and Iran. However, without necessarily endorsing 

the politics of the respective leaderships, workers of 

the world have a stake in mobilising in temporary 

blocs with the anti-imperialist alliance where its 

actions coincide with the interests of working 

people. Currently, Russia’s assistance to Syria is 

objectively in the interests of preventing wider war, 

in the sense that they have checkmated US 

Above: Kenneth Roth, executive director of Human 

Rights Watch (HRW). HRW has been one of the 

most vocal critics of the Syrian government during 

the US led proxy war. But in fact, HRW is funded by 

the likes of George Soros, The Rockefeller 

Foundation and Time Warner. Their lurid and false 

claims of “human rights abuse” by the Syrian 

government are repeated by some leftist parties 

who influence the Refugee Action Collective (RAC). 

Some RAC members are unaware of being 

manipulated to come behind the war on Syria in the 

name of “refugee rights”. Photo by 

www.huffingtonpost.com 
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imperialism by calling their bluff and actually 

carrying out the demolition of ISIS, which the US 

and their allies falsely claimed the current “war on 

terror” was all about. 

 To permanently end the scourge of war, what is 

required is nothing less than the overthrow of 

capitalism and the triumph of socialism. In the 

meantime, what the refugee rights movement 

desperately needs is to break free from the “left” 

parties which have railroaded the movement in 

support of US led wars. The refugee rights 

movement needs new leadership, one which allies it 

with the interests of the working class domestically 

and internationally. This means advocating for the 

rights of refugees while simultaneously opposing, 

not backing, Washington and Canberra’s latest 

criminal wars. This may mean temporary blocs with 

those forces halting the advance of the 

NATO/Saudi/Israeli forces to gain a breathing space 

from which to prepare the organisation of the 

working class for its historic tasks. To truly be pro-

refugee, we need to be anti-war.  

1. http://orientalreview.org/2013/01/22alepp

o-the-final-test/ 

2. http://carnegieendowment.org/2012/20/loc

al-coordination-committess-of-syria 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

             An Open Letter to Environmentalists on Nuclear Energy 

 

  

 

 

  

 

The following open letter was penned by Professor Barry W Brook, Chair of Environmental Sustainability, University 

of Tasmania AND Professor Corey JA Bradshaw, Sir Hubert Wilkins Chair of Climate Change, The Environment 

Institute, University of Adelaide. It was signed by 75 scientists and professors from various countries around the 

world. As Australia heads into another dangerous climate change induced summer, the need for concerted action to 

drastically reduce or eliminate carbon emissions becomes ever more apparent. Many environmentalists, however, 

are rusted on to an anti-nuclear position. This letter urges them to reconsider. Letter and image from 

www.bravenewclimate.com 

  

 

http://orientalreview.org/2013/01/22aleppo-the-final-test/
http://orientalreview.org/2013/01/22aleppo-the-final-test/
http://carnegieendowment.org/2012/20/local-coordination-committess-of-syria
http://carnegieendowment.org/2012/20/local-coordination-committess-of-syria
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As conservation scientists concerned with global 

depletion of biodiversity and the degradation of the 

human life-support system this entails, we, the co-

signed, support the broad conclusions drawn in the 

article Key role for nuclear energy in global biodiversity 

conservation published in Conservation Biology (Brook & 

Bradshaw 2014). 

Brook and Bradshaw argue that the full gamut of 

electricity-generation sources—including nuclear 

power—must be deployed to replace the burning of 

fossil fuels, if we are to have any chance of mitigating 

severe climate change. They provide strong evidence for 

the need to accept a substantial role for advanced 

nuclear power systems with complete fuel recycling—as 

part of a range of sustainable energy technologies that 

also includes appropriate use of renewables, energy 

storage and energy efficiency. This multi-pronged 

strategy for sustainable energy could also be more cost-

effective and spare more land for biodiversity, as well as 

reduce non-carbon pollution (aerosols, heavy metals). 

Given the historical antagonism towards nuclear energy 

amongst the environmental community, we accept that 

this stands as a controversial position. However, much 

as leading climate scientists have recently advocated the 

development of safe, next-generation nuclear energy 

systems to combat global climate change (Caldeira et al. 

2013), we entreat the conservation and environmental 

community to weigh up the pros and cons of different 

energy sources using objective evidence and pragmatic 

trade-offs, rather than simply relying on idealistic 

perceptions of what is ‘green’. 

Although renewable energy sources like wind and solar 

will likely make increasing contributions to future energy 

production, these technology options face real-world 

problems of scalability, cost, material and land use, 

meaning that it is too risky to rely on them as 

the only alternatives to fossil fuels. Nuclear power—

being by far the most compact and energy-dense of 

sources—could also make a major, and perhaps leading, 

contribution. As scientists, we declare that an evidence-

based approach to future energy production is an 

essential component of securing biodiversity’s future 

and cannot be ignored. It is time that conservationists 

make their voices heard in this policy arena. 

 

Signatories (in alphabetical order) 

1. Professor Andrew Balmford, Professor of 

Conservation Science, Department of Zoology, 

University of Cambridge, United Kingdom. 

apb12@cam.ac.uk 

2.     Professor Andrew J. Beattie, Emeritus, Department 

of Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, 

Australia. abeattie@bio.mq.edu.au 

3.     Assistant Professor David P. Bickford, Department 

of Biological Sciences, National University of 

Singapore, Singapore. dbsbdp@nus.edu.sg 

4.     Professor Tim M. Blackburn, Professor of Invasion 

Biology, Department of Genetics, Evolution and 

Environment, Centre for Biodiversity and 

Environment Research, University College London, 

United Kingdom. t.blackburn@ucl.ac.uk 

5.     Professor Daniel T. Blumstein, Chair, Department 

of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of 

California Los Angeles, USA. marmots@ucla.edu 

6.     Professor Luigi Boitani, Dipartimento di Biologia, e                

Biotecnologie Charles Darwin, Sapienza Università di 

Roma, Italy. luigi.boitani@uniroma1.it 

7.    Professor Mark S. Boyce, Professor and Alberta 

Conservation Association Chair in Fisheries and 

Wildlife, Department of Biological Sciences, 

University of Alberta, Canada. boyce@ualberta.ca 

8.     Professor David M.J.S. Bowman, Professor of 

Environmental Change Biology, School of Biological 

Sciences, University of Tasmania, Australia. 

david.bowman@utas.edu.au 

9.     Professor Scott P. Carroll, Institute for 

Contemporary Evolution and Department of 

Entomology and Nematology, University of 

California Davis, USA. spcarroll@ucdavis.edu 

10.   Associate Professor Phillip Cassey, School of Earth 

and Environmental Sciences, The University of Adelaide, 

Australia. 

11.  Professor Stuart Chapin III, Professor Emeritus of 

Ecology, Department of Biology and Wildlife, 

Institute of Arctic Biology, University of Alaska 

Fairbanks, USA. terry.chapin@alaska.edu 

12.   Professor David Choquenot, Director, Institute for 

Applied Ecology, University of Canberra, Australia. 

david.choquenot@canberra.edu.au 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/cobi.12433
http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/cobi.12433
http://www.zoo.cam.ac.uk/directory/andrew-balmford
http://bio.mq.edu.au/research/groups/conservationgenetics/associates_and_friends/
http://www.dbs.nus.edu.sg/lab/evol-ecol/people.html
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/cber/about-us/tim-blackburn
https://www.eeb.ucla.edu/indivfaculty.php?FacultyKey=823
http://bbcd.bio.uniroma1.it/bbcd/users/boitani-luigi
http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/faculty/mark_boyce/
http://www.utas.edu.au/plant-science/people/academic/David-Bowman
http://www.scottcarroll.org/
http://www.adelaide.edu.au/directory/phill.cassey
http://terrychapin.org/
http://appliedecology.edu.au/people/david-choquenot/
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13.  Dr Ben Collen, Centre for Biodiversity and 

Environment Research, University College London, 

United Kingdom. b.collen@ucl.ac.uk 

14.   Professor Richard T. Corlett, Director, Centre for 

Integrative Conservation, Xishuangbanna Tropical 

Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

China. corlett@xtbg.org.cn 

15.   Dr Franck Courchamp, Director of Research, 

Laboratoire Ecologie, Systématique et Evolution – 

UMR CNRS, Member of the European Academy of 

Sciences, Université Paris-Sud, France. 

franck.courchamp@u-psud.fr 

16. Professor Chris B. Daniels, Director, Barbara Hardy 

Institute, University of South Australia, Australia. 

chris.daniels@unisa.edu.au 

17. Professor Chris Dickman, Professor of Ecology, 

School       of Biological Sciences, The University of 

Sydney, Australia. chris.dickman@sydney.edu.au 

18.       Associate Professor Don Driscoll, College of 

Medicine, Biology and Environment, The Australian 

National University, Australia. 

don.driscoll@anu.edu.au 

19.   Professor David Dudgeon, Chair Professor of 

Ecology and Biodiversity, School of Biological 

Sciences, The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong 

SAR, China. ddudgeon@hku.hk 

20. Associate Professor Erle C. Ellis, Geography and 

Environmental Systems, University of Maryland, 

USA. ece@umbc.edu 

21. Dr Damien A. Fordham, School of Earth and 

Environmental Sciences, The University of 

Adelaide, Australia. 

damien.fordham@adelaide.edu.au 

 22. Dr Eddie Game, Senior Scientist, The Nature 

Conservancy Worldwide Office, Australia. 

egame@tnc.org 

23. Professor Kevin J. Gaston, Professor of Biodiversity 

and Conservation, Director, Environment and 

Sustainability Institute, University of Exeter, United 

Kingdom. k.j.gaston@exeter.ac.uk 

24.   Professor Dr Jaboury Ghazoul, Professor of 

Ecosystem Management, ETH Zürich, Institute for 

Terrestrial Ecosystems, Switzerland. 

jaboury.ghazoul@env.ethz.ch 

25.   Professor Robert G. Harcourt, Department of 

Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, Australia. 

robert.harcourt@mq.edu.au 

26.   Professor Susan P. Harrison, Department of 

Environmental Science and Policy, University of 

California Davis, USA. spharrison@ucdavis.edu 

27.   Professor Fangliang He, Canada Research Chair in 

Biodiversity and Landscape Modelling, Department 

of Renewable Resources, University of Alberta, 

Canada and State Key Laboratory of Biocontrol and 

School of Life Sciences, Sun-yat Sen University, 

Guangzhou, China. fhe@ualberta.ca 

28.   Professor Mark A. Hindell, Institute for Marine and 

Antarctic Studies, University of Tasmania, Australia. 

mark.hindell@utas.edu.au 

29. Professor Richard J. Hobbs, School of Plant Biology, 

The University of Western Australia, Australia. 

richard.hobbs@uwa.edu.au 

30. Professor Ove Hoegh-Guldberg, Professor and 

Director, Global Change Institute, The University 

of Queensland, Australia. oveh@uq.edu.au 

31.   Professor Marcel Holyoak, Department of 

Environmental Science and Policy, University of 

California, Davis, USA. maholyoak@ucdavis.edu 

32.  Professor Lesley Hughes, Distinguished Professor, 

Department of Biological Sciences, Macquarie 

University, Australia. lesley.hughes@mq.edu.au 

33.  Professor Christopher N. Johnson, Department of 

Zoology, University of Tasmania, Australia. 

c.n.johnson@utas.edu.au 

34.  Dr Julia P.G. Jones, Senior Lecturer in Conservation 

Biology, School of Environment, Natural Resources 

and Geography, Bangor University, United Kingdom. 

julia.jones@bangor.ac.uk 

35.  Professor Kate E. Jones, Biodiversity Modelling 

Research Group, University College London, United 

Kingdom. kate.e.jones@ucl.ac.uk 

36.  Dr Menna E. Jones, Department of Zoology, 

University of Tasmania, Australia. 

menna.jones@utas.edu.au 

37. Dr Lucas Joppa, Conservation Biologist, United 

Kingdom. lujoppa@microsoft.com 

38.  Associate Professor Lian Pin Koh, School of Earth 

and Environmental Sciences, The University of 

Adelaide, Australia. lianpin.koh@adelaide.edu.au 

39.  Professor Charles J. Krebs, Emeritus, Department of 

Zoology, University of British Columbia, Canada. 

krebs@zoology.ubc.ca 

40.   Dr Robert C. Lacy, Conservation Biologist, USA. 

rlacy@ix.netcom.com 

http://www.collenlab.org/ben-collen.html
http://sourcedb.cas.cn/sourcedb_xtbg_cas/yw/rc/fas/201208/t20120814_3626801.html
http://max2.ese.u-psud.fr/epc/conservation/pages/Franck/index.html
http://www.unisanet.unisa.edu.au/staff/homepage.asp?name=chris.daniels
http://sydney.edu.au/science/people/chris.dickman.php
https://researchers.anu.edu.au/researchers/driscoll-da
http://www.biosch.hku.hk/ecology/dd.htm
http://ecotope.org/people/ellis
http://www.adelaide.edu.au/directory/damien.fordham
http://www.nature.org/science-in-action/our-scientists/eddie-game.xml
http://kevingaston.com/
http://www.ecology.ethz.ch/people/Professors
http://web.science.mq.edu.au/directory/listing/person.htm?id=rharcour
http://www.des.ucdavis.edu/faculty/Harrison/people/sue/harrison.html
https://www.ualberta.ca/~fhe/
http://www.imas.utas.edu.au/people/profiles/current-staff/h/mark-hindell
http://www.uwa.edu.au/people/Richard.Hobbs
http://researchers.uq.edu.au/researcher/839
http://www.des.ucdavis.edu/faculty/holyoak/
http://bio.mq.edu.au/research/groups/piccel/lhughes.html
http://www.utas.edu.au/zoology/people/chris-johnson
http://www.bangor.ac.uk/senrgy/staff/jjones.php.en
http://www.katejones.org/
http://www.utas.edu.au/zoology/research/conservation-biology-and-wildlife-management/identifying-causes-of-decline-of-the-eastern-quoll/menna-jones
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/people/lujoppa/
http://microsoft.com/
http://www.adelaide.edu.au/directory/lianpin.koh
http://www.zoology.ubc.ca/~krebs/
http://www.vortex10.org/Index.aspx
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41.   Associate Professor Susan Laurance, Centre for 

Tropical Biodiversity and Climate Change, Centre for 

Tropical Environmental and Sustainability Studies, James 

Cook University, Australia. susan.laurance@jcu.edu.au 

42.   Professor William F. Laurance, Distinguished 

Research Professor and Australian Laureate, Prince 

Bernhard Chair in International Nature Conservation, 

Centre for Tropical Environmental and Sustainability 

Science and School of Marine and Tropical Biology, 

James Cook University, Australia. 

bill.laurance@jcu.edu.au 

43.   Professor Peter Ng Kee Lin, Department of 

Biological Sciences, National University of Singapore, 

Singapore. dbsngkl@nus.edu.sg 

44.   Professor Thomas E. Lovejoy, Senior Fellow at the 

United Nations Foundation and University Professor 

in the Environmental Science and Policy department, 

George Mason University, USA. 

tlovejoy@unfoundation.org 

45.   Dr Antony J Lynam, Global Conservation Programs, 

Wildlife Conservation Society, USA. tlynam@wcs.org 

46.  Professor Anson W. Mackay, Department of 

Geography, University College London, United 

Kingdom. ans.mackay@ucl.ac.uk 

47.  Professor Helene D. Marsh, College of Marine and 

Environmental Sciences, Centre for Tropical Water 

and Aquatic Ecosystem Research, James Cook 

University, Australia. helene.marsh@jcu.edu.au 

48.  Professor Michelle Marvier, Department of 

Environmental Studies and Sciences, Santa Clara 

University, USA. mmarvier@scu.edu 

49.  Professor Lord Robert M. May of Oxford OM AC Kt 

FRS, Department of Zoology, University of Oxford, 

United Kingdom. robert.may@zoo.ox.ac.uk 

50.  Dr Margaret M. Mayfield, Director, The Ecology 

Centre, School of Biological Sciences, The University 

of Queensland, Australia. m.mayfield@uq.edu.au 

51.  Dr Clive R. McMahon, Sydney Institute of Marine 

Science and Institute for Marine and Antarctic 

Studies, University of Tasmania, Australia. 

clive.mcmahon@utas.edu.au 

52.  Dr Mark Meekan, Marine Biologist, Australia. 

m.meekan@aims.gov.au 

53.   Dr Erik Meijaard, Borneo Futures Project, People 

and Nature Consulting, Denpasar, Bali, Indonesia. 

emeijaard@gmail.com 

54.   Professor Scott Mills, Chancellor’s Faculty 

Excellence Program in Global Environmental Change, 

North Carolina State University, USA. 

lsmills@ncsu.edu 

55.   Professor Atte Moilanen, Research Director, 

Conservation Decision Analysis, University of 

Helsinki, Finland. atte.moilanen@helsinki.fi 

56.   Professor Craig Moritz, Research School of Biology, 

The Australian National University, Australia. 

craig.moritz@anu.edu.au 

57.   Dr Robin Naidoo, Adjunct Professor, Institute for 

Resources, Environment, and Sustainability 

University of British Columbia, Canada. 

robin.naidoo@wwfus.org 

58.  Professor Reed F. Noss, Provost’s Distinguished 

Research Professor, University of Central Florida, 

USA. reed.noss@ucf.edu 

59.  Associate Professor Julian D. Olden, Freshwater 

Ecology and Conservation Lab, School of Aquatic and 

Fishery Sciences, University of Washington, USA. 

olden@uw.edu 

60.  Professor Maharaj Pandit, Professor and Head, 

Department of Environmental Studies, University of 

Delhi, India. mkpandit@cismhe.org 

 61.   Professor Kenneth H. Pollock, Professor of Applied 

Ecology, Biomathematics and Statistics, Department 

of Applied Ecology, North Carolina State University, 

USA. pollock@ncsu.edu 

62.   Professor Hugh P. Possingham, School of Biological 

Science and School of Maths and Physics, The 

University of Queensland, Australia. 

h.possingham@uq.edu.au 

63.   Professor Peter H. Raven, George Engelmann 

Professor of Botany Emeritus, President Emeritus, 

Missouri Botanical Garden, Washington University in 

St. Louis, USA. peter.raven@mobot.org 

64.   Professor David M. Richardson, Distinguished 

Professor and Director of the Centre for Invasion 

Biology, Department of Botany and Zoology, 

Stellenbosch University, South Africa. 

rich@sun.ac.za 

65.   Dr Euan G. Ritchie, Senior Lecturer, Centre for 

Integrative Ecology, School of Life and 

Environmental Sciences, Deakin University, 

Australia. e.ritchie@deakin.edu.au 

66.   Professor Terry L. Root, Senior Fellow, Stanford 

Woods Institute for the Environment, Stanford 

University, USA. troot@stanford.edu 

67.  Dr Çağan H. Şekercioğlu, Assistant Professor, 

https://research.jcu.edu.au/portfolio/susan.laurance
http://laurancelab.org/
http://www.dbs.nus.edu.sg/staff/peter.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Lovejoy
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Antony_Lynam
http://www.geog.ucl.ac.uk/about-the-department/people/academic-staff/anson-mackay
https://research.jcu.edu.au/portfolio/helene.marsh
http://www.scu.edu/cas/ess/faculty-staff/michelle-marvier/
http://www.zoo.ox.ac.uk/people/view/may_r.htm
http://www.mayfieldplantecologylab.org/site/Dr_Mayfield.html
http://scholar.google.com.au/citations?user=nqjyjwUAAAAJ&hl=en
http://data.aims.gov.au/staffcv/jsf/external/view.xhtml?partyId=100000128
http://www.people-nature-consulting.com/about.html
http://www.cfc.umt.edu/personnel/Details.php?ID=1135
http://www.helsinki.fi/science/metapop/People/Atte.htm
http://biology.anu.edu.au/research/labs/moritz-lab-evolutionary-biogeography-conservation#acton-tabs-link--tabs-0-row_2-1
http://www.worldwildlife.org/pages/robin-naidoo-ph-d
http://biology.cos.ucf.edu/faculty/reed-noss/
http://depts.washington.edu/oldenlab/lab/lab-members/
http://www.maharajpandit.com/maharajpandit.html
http://www4.ncsu.edu/~pollock/
http://www.possinghamlab.org/
http://www.missouribotanicalgarden.org/plant-science/plant-science/research-staff/article/379/raven-peter-h.aspx
http://academic.sun.ac.za/cib/team/staff/dmrichardson/
http://euanritchie.org/
https://woods.stanford.edu/about/woods-faculty/terry-root
https://faculty.utah.edu/u0698676-CAGAN_H_SEKERCIOGLU/biography/index.hml
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Biology, University of Utah, USA and Doçent 2010, 

Biology/Ecology, Inter-university Council (UAK) of 

Turkey. c.s@utah.edu 

68.   Associate Professor Douglas Sheil, Department of 

Ecology and Natural Resource Management, 

Norwegian University of Life Sciences, Norway. 

douglas.sheil@nmbu.no 

69.   Professor Richard Shine AM FAA, Professor in 

Evolutionary Biology, School of Biological Sciences, 

The University of Sydney, Australia. 

rick.shine@sydney.edu.au 

70.  Professor William J. Sutherland, Miriam Rothschild 

Professor of Conservation Biology, Department of 

Zoology, University of Cambridge, United Kingdom. 

w.sutherland@zoo.cam.ac.uk 

71.  Professor Chris D. Thomas, FRS, Department of 

Biology, University of York, United Kingdom. 

chris.thomas@york.ac.uk 

72.  Professor Ross M. Thompson, Chair of Water 

Science, Institute of Applied Ecology, University of 

Canberra, Australia. 

ross.thompson@canberra.edu.au 

73.   Professor Ian G. Warkentin, Environmental Science, 

Memorial University of Newfoundland, Canada. 

ian.warkentin@grenfell.mun.ca 

74.  Professor Stephen E. Williams, Centre for Tropical 

Biodiversity and Climate Change, School of Marine 

and Tropical Biology, James Cook University, 

Australia. stephen.williams@jcu.edu.au 

75.   Professor Kirk O. Winemiller, Department of 

Wildlife and Fisheries Sciences and Interdisciplinary 

Program in Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, Texas 

A&M University, USA. k-winemiller@tamu.edu  

Note: Affiliations of signatories are for identification 

purposes, and do not imply that their organizations have 

necessarily endorsed this letter. 

 

 

 

  

Above: One of the issues that opponents of zero-carbon nuclear power put forward is the complaint that nuclear 

power can only be built on a huge scale, and so is not suitable for localised power.  In fact, small modular reactors 

can be scaled down to the size of a Volkswagen Beetle. Image from www.thoriummsr.com 
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Above: Cartoon by David Pope – from www.fortruss.blogspot.com 

 

Above: Cartoon by Carlos Latuff 

 

http://www.fortruss.blogspot.com/

